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6 [1] The problem of deglaciating a globally ice-covered (‘‘hard snowball’’) Earth is
7 examined using a series of general circulation model simulations. The aim is to determine
8 the amount of CO2 that must be accumulated in the atmosphere in order to trigger
9 deglaciation. Prior treatments of this problem have been limited to energy balance models,
10 which are incapable of treating certain crucial physical processes that turn out to
11 strongly affect the conditions under which deglaciation can occur. CO2 concentrations up
12 to .2 bars are considered in the general circulation model simulations, and even at such
13 high CO2 content the model radiation code is found to perform well in comparison
14 with codes explicitly designed for high CO2. In contrast to prevailing expectations, the
15 hard snowball Earth is found to be nearly 30 K short of deglaciation, even at .2 bars. The
16 very cold climates arise from a combination of the extreme seasonal and diurnal cycle,
17 lapse rate effects, snow cover, and weak cloud effects. Several aspects of the atmospheric
18 dynamics are examined in detail. The simulations indicate that the standard scenario,
19 wherein snowball termination occurs after a few tenths of a bar of CO2 has built up
20 following cessation of weathering, is problematic. However, the climate was found to be
21 sensitive to details of a number of parameterized physical processes, notably clouds and
22 heat transfer through the stable boundary layer. It is not out of the question that other
23 parameterization suites might permit deglaciation. The results should not be construed as
24 meaning that the hard snowball state could not have occurred, but only that deglaciation
25 requires the operation of as-yet undiscovered processes that would enhance the climate
26 sensitivity. A brief survey of some of the possibilities is provided. INDEX TERMS: 0320
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34 1. Introduction

35 [2] The possibility that the Earth suffered episodes of
36 global glaciation as recently as the Neoproterozoic has
37 engaged the imagination of a considerable spectrum of the
38 Earth Sciences community. The snowball Earth hypothesis
39 originated with Kirschvink [1992]. Interest in the subject
40 was revitalized by geological evidence reported and inter-
41 preted by Hoffman et al. [1998]. ‘‘Hard snowball’’ events,
42 characterized by global sea ice cover, would surely number
43 among the most consequential events of Earth’s past. A
44 review of the basic arguments favoring a hard snowball,
45 together with a discussion of the earlier history of the idea,
46 may be found in Hoffman and Schrag [2002]. Termination
47 of a hard snowball is hypothesized to result from accumu-
48 lation of a large concentration of a greenhouse gas (pre-
49 sumably CO2) in the atmosphere. Many salient aspects of
50 the snowball scenario, including deposition of cap carbo-

51nates and 13C history [Higgins and Schrag, 2003], duration
52of the snowball state, and temperature of the postsnowball
53hothouse depend critically on the CO2 threshold needed to
54trigger deglaciation. While the problem of initiation of a
55hard snowball has received detailed attention [Chandler and
56Sohl, 2000; Hyde et al., 2000; Poulsen et al., 2001;
57Donnadieu et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2003, 2004], the
58estimation of the deglaciation threshold has been left to
59highly idealized models. In this paper, we make use of
60General Circulation Model simulations to develop an un-
61derstanding of the nature of the climate of the hard snowball
62state and the way it changes as CO2 is increased to very
63high concentrations.
64[3] Our main interest is in clarifying the conditions
65necessary for deglaciation, but a better understanding of
66the hard snowball climate is valuable in and of itself, for
67addressing questions of refugia for photosynthetic life and
68other issues. The deglaciation problem is also of interest
69because, whether or not a hard snowball ever occurred on
70Earth, it certainly represents a crisis to which habitable
71planets are susceptible; knowing the circumstances in which
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72 the crisis can be surmounted therefore has implications for
73 the occurrence of habitable planets elsewere in the universe.
74 Finally, the hard snowball climate poses a challenge to our
75 basic understanding of climate dynamics. It is salutary to try
76 the mettle of the arsenal of theoretical ideas built up over the
77 years against such a radically different climate, and see if
78 they indeed have as much explanatory power as one would
79 hope. The present work builds on the simulations reported
80 in Pierrehumbert [2004]; the key results from the earlier
81 work are incorporated in section 3, for the convenience of
82 the reader.

83 1.1. Prior Estimates of the Deglaciation Threshold

84 [4] Current estimates of the CO2 threshold required for
85 deglaciation are based for the most part on the 1D Energy
86 Balance Model (EBM) formulated by Caldeira and Kasting
87 [1992], hereafter CK92. This model takes into account
88 realistic CO2 radiation physics, given certain assumptions
89 about the vertical temperature and humidity profiles. It is
90 assumed that clouds reduce the outgoing longwave radiation
91 (OLR) by a fixed amount, independant of latitude and
92 climate. The 1D EBM incorporates the qualitative effects
93 of meridional temperature variations, but has no dynamics
94 and therefore represents dynamical atmospheric heat trans-
95 port by a meridional thermal diffusivity. The model is
96 driven by annual mean insolation, whence the effects of
97 seasonal temperature variations are not modeled.
98 [5] The deglaciation threshold of .12 bars for modern
99 insolation, quoted from Figure 1 of CK92, is often taken as
100 a starting point for discussions of Neoproterozoic snowball
101 termination. However, it should be noted that this value
102 assumes that deglaciation occurs when the annual mean
103 equatorial surface temperature reaches 263 K, or 10 degrees
104 below freezing. This may be a reasonable assumption for
105 thin midlatitude sea ice which could be melted in a single
106 summer season, but a threshold annual mean of 273 K
107 would be more appropriate for the thick ice that would form
108 in hard snowball conditions. For a 273 K threshold tem-
109 perature, deglaciation in the CK92 model does not occur
110 until .15 bars under modern insolation. Based on a reimple-
111 mentation of the model, or less accurately measured from
112 Figure 2 of CK92, the corresponding value for Neoproter-
113 ozoic insolation is .29 bars. These results are based on an
114 assumed surface albedo of .667 and a horizontal diffusivity
115 of .6334 W/m2 K. (The surface albedo .663 printed in CK92
116 is a misprint. Also note that the ice-free surface albedo
117 stated in CK92 is a misprint and should be .3495 + .210
118 P2(x). The latter misprint does not affect the hard snowball
119 case, but is important to note if one is trying to check a
120 reimplementation of the model by reproducing the
121 partially glaciated results. Note that although the surface
122 albedo is .667, the planetary albedo is actually consider-
123 ably lower in the model, since atmospheric solar absorp-
124 tion is taken into account.) Tajika [2003] finds a far lower
125 Neoproterozoic threshold of .16 bars, because he assumes
126 a lower surface albedo (.62) and a weaker meridional
127 diffusivity (.455 W/m2 K). (This is roughly consistent
128 with Figure 2 of Tajika [2003], but was computed from a
129 reimplementation of the model, owing to the difficulty of
130 measuring an accurate value from the figure.)
131 [6] Hyde et al. [2000] computed a deglaciation threshold
132 using a 2D geographically resolved EBM. This model

133evidently does not incorporate cloud effects through an
134OLR adjustment, but rather tunes the surface albedo to fit
135modern data; in consequence, it is rather difficult to say
136what implicit cloud effects are incorporated in the calcula-
137tion. Moreover, the influence of CO2 changes is imposed as
138a specified top-of-atmosphere radiative adjustment, rather
139being computed from a radiation model as in CK92.
140Because this radiative forcing in reality has to do the job
141of part of the water vapor feedback, as well as the solar
142absorption effects included in CK92 but neglected in Hyde
143et al. [2000], it is exceedingly difficult to translate the
144latter results into an effective CO2 threshold. Hyde et
145al. [2000] find that, for Neoproterozoic insolation, an
146additional 70 W/m2 of radiative forcing above modern
147values would be needed to trigger deglaciation. They
148suggest that this is roughly equivalent to .3 bars of CO2,
149but in fact the OLR expression in CK92 indicates that about
150.7 bars would be needed to provide the required radiative
151forcing. It is possible that the high value compared to other
152EBM estimates arises from the neglect of cloud effects. We
153note in passing that Jenkins [2003] attempted to estimate a
154deglaciation threshold in a GCM by varying the solar
155constant; because the distribution of heating produced in
156this way is so different from that produced by CO2 changes,
157it is even harder to reliably translate the results into a CO2

158threshold.
159[7] None of the preceding EBM estimates of the Neo-
160proterozoic deglaciation threshold can be considered as
161definitive, because of the inherent uncertainties in estimat-
162ing the parameters that go into an EBM. Four climatic
163characteristics crucially affect deglaciation, but are exceed-
164ingly difficult to estimate in simplified models. They are:
165temperature lapse rate, dynamical heat transport, snow
166cover, and cloud effects. Lapse rate, governed by a complex
167interplay of dynamics and convection, is crucial to the
168greenhouse effect, which can operate only insofar as the
169air aloft is significantly colder than the ground. Horizontal
170heat transport by atmospheric motions determines the extent
171to which the warm areas, which are the first to deglaciate,
172must give up some of their energy to the colder parts of the
173planet. An indication of the sensitivity of EBM results to the
174assumed meridional diffusivity can be found in Ikeda and
175Tajika [1999]. Snow cover, determined by long range
176transports of moisture in the atmosphere, affects the surface
177albedo, because snow is more reflective than sea ice
178[Warren et al., 2002].
179[8] Clouds are problematic for all modeling studies, and
180continue to be a primary source of uncertainty even in
181modern climates where we have a wealth of direct obser-
182vations [IPCC, 2001]. Clouds are particularly important in
183the deglaciation problem because a high cloud over ice or
184snow reflects little more sunlight than the underlying
185surface, but provides a powerful warming effect through
186trapping of infrared radiation. To some extent the cloud
187treatment in CK92 reproduces this effect, since it is assumed
188that clouds reduce the OLR by a fixed 15.56 W/m2 while
189the surface albedo is recomputed over icy surfaces assuming
190clear sky conditions. The cloud OLR adjustment adopted in
191CK92 is obtained by tuning the value so as to make the
192model fit the present mean temperature, and therefore must
193do the job of correcting for all model inaccuracies. Based on
194calculations with the ERBE data set [Ramanathan et al.,
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195 1989], the observed global annual mean OLR reduction due
196 to clouds is 29.52 W/m2, or roughly twice the value
197 assumed in CK92, and therefore the particular choice of
198 cloud adjustment in CK92 must be regarded as somewhat
199 arbitrary in the context of deglaciation. To illustrate the
200 sensitivity to the cloud adjustment, we recomputed the
201 results of CK92 with alternate cloud assumptions. For
202 Neoproterozoic insolation, the model deglaciates at .53 bars
203 if the cloud adjustment is set to zero, or .14 bars if the
204 adjustment is fixed at its true modern value (certainly an
205 overestimate of cloud forcing for cold glacial conditions).
206 [9] A simplified energy balance model with a more
207 physically based treatment of cloud radiative forcing does
208 confirm that there are reasonable settings of the cloud
209 parameters that allow the deglaciation to occur at .2 bars
210 or less in Neoproterozoic conditions [Pierrehumbert, 2002].
211 However, modest changes in the choice of cloud optical
212 properties can push the deglaciation threshold to much
213 higher values. It should also be noted that the estimates in
214 Pierrehumbert [2002] were carried out assuming a surface
215 albedo of .65, which is reasonable for glacier ice and some
216 types of sea ice, but which does not account for the
217 brightening effect of snow.
218 [10] Although water vapor plays a lesser role in very cold
219 climates than it does in the modern climate, it has a not
220 insignificant affect on the deglaciation threshold, which
221 compounds the uncertainty of EBM estimates. In an EBM
222 the relative humidity must generally be fixed by fiat,
223 whereas the true relative humidity of the atmosphere is
224 determined by dynamics and microphysics. CK92 assumed
225 that the atmosphere was completely saturated with water
226 vapor, leading to an overestimate of solar absorption and an
227 under estimate of OLR, and biasing the results towards
228 deglaciation. This was a reasonable assumption in the
229 context of the main purpose of CK92, which was to
230 demonstrate the extreme difficulty of deglaciating a hard
231 snowball early in Earth’s history. If one is interested in an
232 accurate Neoproterozoic threshold, however, some reduc-
233 tion in the assumed relative humidity is in order, though it is
234 difficult to say how much without help from a dynamical
235 model.

236 1.2. Plan of the Paper

237 [11] The results of general circulation models (GCMs)
238 should not be taken uncritically as truth, any more than
239 should the results of EBMs. GCMs have the advantage that
240 they rest on physics that is closer to first principles, and
241 therefore provide a better basis for understanding mecha-
242 nisms; it is in this spirit that the results of the present paper
243 are offered. The design of the GCM experiments is
244 described in section 2. An analysis of the thermal structure
245 of the simulated atmosphere and its sensitivity to increase in
246 CO2 is presented in section 3. As the climates we find are
247 very cold and surprisingly resistant to deglaciation, the
248 analysis goes into some detail concerning the aspects of
249 the radiation budget that account for the low sensitivity.
250 Heat transport by transient eddies in storm tracks is taken up
251 in section 4. A description of the simulated Hadley
252 circulation is given in section 5. The behavior of the
253 Hadley circulation raises many intriguing dynamical ques-
254 tions, which will be treated in a companion paper (R. T.
255 Pierrehumbert, manuscript in preparation, 2005); in the

256present work we confine ourselves to a few descriptive
257remarks regarding the strength of the circulation and its
258effect on tropical temperature patterns. A brief discussion of
259the hydrological cycle and surface energy budget is taken up
260in section 6, in which we shall be primarily concerned with
261processes determining snow cover, and also those which
262produce a strong temperature inversion at the surface and
263help to keep the ice surface cold. Some additional experi-
264ments probing sensitivity to surface albedo and cloud
265assumptions are described in section 7. A general appraisal
266of the prospects for deglaciation of a hard snowball, in light
267of what has been learned from the simulations, is given in
268section 8.
269[12] Whereas EBM results have led to the general
270impression that the Neoproterozoic snowball should be at
271least close to deglaciation at .2 bars, the GCM simulations
272remain far short of deglaciation even at this highly elevated
273CO2 concentration. The reasons for the very cold climate
274rest on quite fundamental physics concerning convection,
275lapse rate and water vapor, and the climate is very cold
276despite conservative assumptions about surface albedo
277which should in principle favor deglaciation. More specu-
278lative assumptions permitting further lowering of the albedo
279of the frozen surface have been examined, and while they
280can lead to substantial summer midlatitude warming, they
281still leave the annual mean tropical ice temperature far
282below freezing. Alteration of the cloud assumptions so as
283to yield a radically increased cloud greenhouse effect
284produce a similar pattern of warming. The present series
285of simulations, however, does not come at all close to
286exploring the full range of possible behaviors under alter-
287nate assumptions. The factors that lead to a low tropopause
288in the summer hemisphere and a weak lapse rate in the
289winter hemisphere are not entirely straightforward. They
290depend to some extent on suppression of heat transfer
291through the stable nocturnal boundary layer, the thermal
292inertia of the frozen surface, solar absorption in the atmo-
293sphere and possibly resolution-dependant aspects of dynam-
294ical heat transport.
295[13] Our present simulation technology cannot reliably go
296beyond .2 bars, and the possibility of deglaciation at 1 or 2
297bars cannot be ruled out. Even at such high levels, degla-
298ciation is expected only if new physics enters the problem in
299such a way as to greatly increase the climate sensitivity. It
300remains to be seen whether the accumulation of so much
301CO2 in the atmosphere is geologically plausible, or if it
302would be compatible with the geochemical record attributed
303to the postdeglaciation climate.
304[14] As with any controversial idea, the snowball hypoth-
305esis has tended to divide the community into prosnowball
306and antisnowball camps, much as was the case for the more
307sweeping revision of conventional geological thinking
308called for by the hypothesis of continental drift. The present
309work does not belong to any camp. In dealing with a time as
310deep in the past as the Neoproterozoic, all possible con-
311straints must be brought to bear on the problem. No single
312piece of geological evidence will ever be conclusive. For
313example, the interpretation of the Neoproterozoic 13C signal
314has turned out to be remarkably intricate, and not simply
315linked to an abiotic ocean [Higgins and Schrag, 2003; Jiang
316et al., 2003]. Similarly, no simulation is likely to defini-
317tively rule out the possibility of the snowball scenario, given
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318 uncertainties in modeling assumptions, particularly
319 concerning cloud effects and surface albedos. Our primary
320 goal in the present work is to extract from general circula-
321 tion simulations a credible appraisal of the conditions
322 necessary for the Earth to recover from global glaciation
323 in Neoproterozoic conditions. By combining ever-improv-
324 ing model constraints with ever-improving data, one hopes
325 eventually to arrive at some approximation to the truth.
326 Though our results show that deglaciating a hard snowball
327 is a much more difficult hurdle to overcome than has been
328 generally recognized, it would be premature to infer that the
329 hypothesis is on that account any less plausible.

331 2. Simulation Methods

332 [15] Our treatment of the general circulation of a hard
333 snowball Earth and its implications for deglaciation is based
334 on a series of simulations with the FOAM 1.5 GCM [Jacob,
335 1997; Poulsen et al., 2001]. The version used in the present
336 simulations is run coupled to the Semtner 3-layer thermo-
337 dynamic snow/ice model [Semtner, 1976]. Once sea ice has
338 built up to sufficient thickness, ocean dynamics has little
339 effect. Hence, the simulations were carried out with a
340 mixed-layer ocean without imposed horizontal oceanic heat
341 transport. Run in this mode, FOAM is essentially a portable
342 Beowulf-oriented reimplementation of CCM3 [Kiehl et al.,
343 1998], run at R15 horizontal resolution R15 (4.5� � 7.5�)
344 with 18 levels. The solar luminosity was set at 94% of its
345 present value, and the paleogeography consists of an
346 idealized equatorial supercontinent as in Poulsen et al.
347 [2001] and Jenkins [2003]. Orbital parameters were left at
348 the Earth’s present values; we do not consider the effect of
349 extreme obliquity variations, such as those contemplated in
350 Williams et al. [1998]. The model was first run at 100 ppm
351 CO2 until the ocean became globally covered by sea ice of
352 thickness of at least 5 meters. Then, a sequence of 20-year
353 simulations was carried out, with CO2 concentration set at
354 400 ppm, 1600 ppm, 12800 ppm, 10% (.1 bar) and 20%
355 (.2 bar). Given the low thermal inertia of the ice/land
356 surface, 20 years was found to be adequate for the climate
357 to come into equilbrium with each CO2 concentration.
358 Results presented in the following are taken from the last
359 10 years of each run. The only quantities that fail to reach
360 equilibrium are the ice thickness and snow depth but in
361 neither case does the disequilibrium affect the climate; the
362 ice becomes thick enough to insulate the atmosphere from
363 the ocean’s heat content, and the snow becomes deep
364 enough for the snow albedo to saturate at its maximum
365 value. Snow continues to accumulate at up to .5 cm/year of
366 liquid water equivalent, but since surface albedo saturates at
367 a snow depth of only .5 cm over ice, the surface albedo has
368 ample time to equilibrate in regions of net accumulation. To
369 assure that the ice/snow model retains adequate vertical
370 resolution to treat the diurnal and seasonal cycle, ice
371 thickness is clamped at a maximum of 20 m, and snow
372 thickness at a maximum of 1 m (liquid water equivalent).
373 This value is reached quickly, and given the low thermal
374 diffusivity of ice is sufficient to almost completely insulate
375 the atmosphere from the heat content of the ocean. If
376 allowed to grow, ice thickness would continue to increase
377 at a rate of 20–50 cm/year, further reducing the already
378 small leakage of heat through the ice; the leakage through

37920 m of ice causes the climate to be very slightly warmer
380than it would be if ice were allowed to reach its full
381thickness.
382[16] Surface albedo is a matter that requires very serious
383attention, and in many respects lies at the very heart of the
384deglaciation problem. The snow albedo assumed in the
385model saturates at .9 in the visible and .60 for the near-IR
386when the snow is sufficiently deep, and is somewhat lower
387than the measured values for new snow [Warren et al.,
3882002]; the corresponding broadband albedo based on the
389unmodified solar spectrum is .75. The albedo of bare sea ice
390was taken to be .5 independant of wavelength. This is
391consistent with the mean albedo for bare nonmelting ice
392reported in Warren et al. [2002], but the measurements
393indicate that it would be more accurate to have the albedo
394be somewhat higher in the visible and somewhat lower in
395the near-IR. Experiments with a more realistic wavelength
396dependance show only a weak effect (see section 7).
397[17] These assumed albedos represent only a base case for
398building a general understanding of the problem. In reality,
399there are many different possibilities for the kinds of frozen
400surfaces that might occur on a snowball Earth, and each has
401its own characteristic albedo. In particular, the assumed
402bare-ice albedo may be unrealistically low in the tropics.
403The tropical region is likely to be covered by sea-glacier ice
404rather than sea ice, owing to flow of floating thick ice sheets
405from regions of net snow and ice accumulation [Goodman
406and Pierrehumbert, 2003]. For sea glaciers, an albedo of .6
407would be more appropriate, based on measurements of blue
408glacier ice [Warren et al., 2002]. The base case represents a
409choice that is relatively favorable to deglaciation, in that it
410assumes that sea glaciers for some reason do not flow
411rapidly enough to fill the tropics with bright sea-glacier

Figure 1. Comparison of OLR computed with the CCM3
radiation code used in the GCM experiments, and the more
accurate Kasting-Ackerman code [Kasting and Ackerman,
1986]. The time series of the difference of the two models
based on temperature and humidity profiles at 46N latitude,
0� longitude is shown for a single year. Positive values
indicate an overestimate of OLR by the CCM3 model,
relative to the Kasting-Ackerman code. Results are shown
for the simulations with .1bar and .2bar of CO2.
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412 ice. A selection of alternate albedo scenarios is discussed in
413 section 7.
414 [18] The radiation module of FOAM is the same as that
415 used in CCM3 [Kiehl et al., 1998]; while 1600 ppm is well
416 within the range for which the radiation code is validated
417 and commonly used, there is little published basis on which
418 to estimate the errors for CO2 levels as high as .1 bar. To
419 address this issue, we used a radiation model valid at high
420 CO2 [Kasting and Ackerman, 1986] to recompute the
421 outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) corresponding to a
422 representative sampling of the temperature and humidity
423 profiles produced by the GCM. The accurate OLR was then
424 compared with the OLR produced by the GCM’s internal
425 radiation code. A typical comparison is shown in Figure 1.
426 The CCM3 radiation code overestimates the correct OLR by
427 at worst 2.2 W/m2 in the .1 bar case, and 3.8 W/m2 in the .2
428 bar case. The simulated climate is thus very slightly colder
429 than it should be, but the effect is inconsequential in the face
430 of the substantial additional warming that would be needed
431 to deglaciate, and of likely uncertainties in cloud effects and
432 surface albedo.

433 3. Thermal Structure and the Greenhouse Effect

434 [19] The climate of the hard snowball Earth is governed
435 by the low thermal inertia of the globally solid surface,
436 which has the consequence that the temperature reponds
437 primarily to the instantaneous solar radiation. The summer
438 hemisphere becomes nearly isothermal whereas the weakly
439 illuminated winter hemisphere becomes extraordinarily
440 cold, resulting in an extreme seasonal cycle resembling that
441 of Mars. The analogy with Martian climate was first made
442 explicit by Walker [2001], on the basis of EBM simulations.
443 Strong seasonality is also a well known feature from GCM
444 simulations of the hard snowball state [e.g., Jenkins, 2003].
445 Consider the January zonal mean near-surface air tempera-
446 ture for 100 ppm CO2, shown in Figure 2. The south
447 (summer) polar temperature is 228 K, only about 17 K

448cooler than the subtropical temperature maximum, while the
449north (winter) polar temperature falls to 163 K. In July, the
450pattern is much the same, except reflected about the equator,
451yielding a 64 K high-latitude seasonal cycle. The July
452subtropical maximum temperature is somewhat less than
453the January maximum because of asymmetries of the solar
454heating associated with the Milankovic orbital parameters of
455the simulation; these result in about 30 W/m2 difference in
456the maximum subtropical insolation between January and
457July. During the equinoxes the temperature maximum is
458near the equator and somewhat cooler than the January
459subtropical maximum. The equinox temperature pattern is
460approximately symmetric about the equator, but shows
461some asymmetry between April and October, primarily
462because the chosen months are somewhat past the exact
463equinox, and high latitude insolation varies rapidly at this
464time of year.
465[20] For the most part, the detailed discussion in the
466remainder of this paper will be focused on the January
467near-solstice conditions. The warmest temperatures occur
468at this time, and these are important for determining
469the occurrence of seasonal surface melt pools. However,
470slightly below the ice surface, the temperature is determined
471primarily by annual mean surface conditions, and so the
472annual average temperature would be the most relevant
473statistic for determining the onset of sustained melting.
474Because of the extreme seasonal cycle, though, the annual
475average provides a poor basis for understanding the physical
476basis of the behavior of the climate, whereas the solstice
477well illustrates the range of relevant processes. The July
478conditions are nearly symmetric with the January ones and
479the equinox extratropics resemble a less extreme form of
480winter conditions; these cases therefore do not, in general,
481merit a separate discussion. Once we have built some
482understanding of the behavior of the climate, we will return
483at the end to a discussion of annual mean.

Figure 2. Seasonal cycle of zonal mean air temperature
for the 100 ppm case. The temperature shown is that of the
lowest model level, averaged excluding points over land.

Figure 3. January zonal-mean air temperature at the
lowest model level, for various CO2. Only sea-ice grid
points are used in computing the mean, so as to focus on the
temperature most relevant for determining deglaciation.
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484 [21] Figure 3 shows how the temperature changes as CO2

485 is increased. The temperature in the winter hemisphere
486 changes very little, and the maximum summer hemisphere
487 temperature remains well short of the melting point even at
488 .2 bars of CO2. Even confining attention to the summer
489 hemisphere, the sensitivity of climate to CO2 is consider-
490 ably less than would be expected from simulations under
491 modern conditions. In the range 100 ppm to 1600 ppm, each
492 quadrupling of CO2 results in a tropical temperature
493 increase of about 2 K, which is about half the sensitivity
494 of FOAM under modern conditions, or equivalently about
495 half the midrange sensitivity of the suite of IPCC models.
496 At very high CO2 levels, the sensitivity does begin to
497 increase: the doubling between .1 bar and .2 bars brings a
498 2 K tropical warming.
499 [22] Why is the warming so weak? Figure 4 shows the
500 diagnosed clear-sky greenhouse effect, defined as

G ¼ sT4
s � OLRclear ð1Þ

502 where Ts is the surface temperature. It is actually negative in
503 the winter extratropics, and grows only to modest values
504 in the winter tropics. The reason for this behavior is to
505 be found in the vertical profile of temperature, shown in
506 Figure 5. In the winter hemisphere, the atmosphere is nearly
507 isothermal. An examination of the convection diagnostics
508 revealed that convection is entirely suppressed in the winter
509 hemisphere; without convection, the atmosphere relaxes to
510 radiative equilibrium, with a temperature inversion at the
511 surface. Without colder air aloft, the winter hemisphere acts
512 somewhat like the present-day stratosphere, which experi-
513 ences a radiative cooling tendency in response to elevation
514 of the CO2 concentration. A similar situation sometimes
515 occurs in the Antarctic winter today (see Figure 12d of
516 Hanel et al. [1972]). In the summer hemisphere, convection
517 is active but the low tropopause limits the vertical
518 temperature constrast, in turn limiting the greenhouse effect.
519 The greenhouse effect is limited further by the virtual lack
520 of water vapor feedback at such cold temperatures. As a

521result, at .2 bars the greenhouse trapping never attains even
522the 100 W/m2 typical of the present low CO2 climate.
523[23] It is not self-evident that convection should be sup-
524pressed in the winter. Certainly, the lack of a warm ocean
525and the weak solar heating occasioned by short days and the
526high-albedo surface deprives the system of much of the
527energy needed to sustain convection, but the story does not
528end there. The weak driving implies that only weak counter-
529vailing effects are needed to suppress convection, but in the
530absence of such effects the atmosphere would always cool
531down to the point where convection would start, no matter
532how cold the equilibrium surface temperature may be. An
533isolated radiative-convective atmosphere driven by steady,
534weak solar forcing to which the atmosphere is transparent
535would reach an equilibrium state having a convective
536tropospheric layer, no matter how small the solar flux is
537made. (In fact, the tropopause height in such a system will
538generally be only weakly dependent on the solar forcing. As
539a simple example, consider a dry atmosphere which is
540optically thin in the infrared and which has surface temper-
541ature Ts. The stratosphere will be isothermal with temper-
542ature equal to the skin temperature 2�

1
4Ts. On the dry

543adiabat, the temperature decreases like Ts(p/ps)
R/Cp, where

544ps is the surface pressure. Hence the tropopause, where
545the adiabat intersects the stratospheric temperature, is at

546p = 2
�
Cp
4R ps, independent of temperature. In the optically

547thick limit, the temperature dependence of absorption coef-
548ficients will introduce a weak dependance of tropopause
549height on temperature.) Several factors help to suppress
550convection in the hard snowball winter. The high albedo
551surface implies that a greater portion of the net solar
552absorption occurs in the atmosphere rather than at the
553surface, reducing the rate of buoyancy generation. Dynamic
554transport of heat from the summer hemisphere, in the form

Figure 4. January zonal-mean clear-sky greenhouse trap-
ping, for various CO2.

Figure 5. Typical vertical temperature profiles for the
100 ppm CO2 case. For reference, the dry adiabat (virtually
identical to the moist adiabat at these temperatures) is
shown. Convection resets the temperature to the adiabat, so
by comparing the actual curves with the adiabat, one can
identify the layer in which convection causes the familiar
sharp drop of temperature with height.
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555 of synoptic eddy heat flux and dynamically driven subsi-
556 dence, further warms the atmosphere relative to the surface.
557 Finally, the strong diurnal cycle, to be discussed in section 6
558 results in a very cold stable nocturnal boundary layer, which
559 does not warm sufficiently during the brief daylight hours to
560 initiate convection.
561 [24] A further complicating factor is that the midlatitude
562 lapse rate and tropopause are at least partly determined by
563 synoptic eddy dynamics [Schneider, 2005]. This applies to
564 the summer thermal structure as well as the winter. The
565 subtlety of the processes involved leads one to suspect that
566 the precise magnitude of the suppression of the greenhouse
567 effect may be model-dependant, both through parameteri-
568 zation assumptions and through resolution effects which
569 may influence synoptic eddy dynamics. Parameterization of
570 the stable nocturnal boundary layer is apt to be particularly
571 significant. The details of the convection scheme are un-
572 likely to be important in the winter hemisphere, where
573 convection is never activated. The convection parameteri-
574 zation may affect the summer thermal structure, but it
575 should be recognized that there is so little moisture in the
576 system that the convection is predominantly dry, whence the
577 more sophisticated aspects of most convective schemes are
578 never engaged.
579 [25] The greenhouse diagnostic defined in equation (1)
580 provides a convenient indication of the net effect of the
581 atmosphere on surface temperature, but it is not a good basis
582 for understanding the radiative forcing changes that drive
583 the temperature change. To understand these forcings, one
584 can use an offline radiation code to dissect the changes in
585 OLR between one case and another into components caused
586 by various factors in isolation (temperature, humidity, CO2,
587 etc.). We adopt the formulation of Held and Soden [2000],
588 and for the purposes of computing feedbacks treat the entire
589 temperature and humidity profile as if it were a function of a
590 single reference temperature Ta, which we take to be the air
591 temperature at the lowest model level. The subsequent
592 discussion will be restricted to clear sky conditions. The
593 change in OLR between two cases with differing CO2 may
594 be written:

DOLR ¼ gTDTa þ gwDTa þ gCO2
D log2 pCO2ð Þ ð2Þ

595 where

gT ¼
OLR T2; q1; pCO2ð Þ1

� �
� OLR T1; q1; pCO2ð Þ1

� �

DTa
ð3Þ

gw ¼
OLR T1; q2; pCO2ð Þ1

� �
� OLR T1; q1; pCO2ð Þ1

� �

DTa
ð4Þ

gCO2
¼

OLR T1; q1; pCO2ð Þ2
� �

� OLR T1; q1; pCO2ð Þ1
� �

D log2 pCO2ð Þ ð5Þ

602 In these formulae, Tj and qj stand for the the full temperature
603 and humidity profiles of the cases, and not just their values
604 at some particular point. gT gives the change in OLR due to
605 changing temperature with fixed atmospheric composition,
606 and measures how much temperature must increase (in the

607absence of feedbacks) to offset a reduction in OLR caused
608by an increase in CO2. gw characterizes the water vapor
609feedback, and gCO2

is the radiative forcing associated with a
610doubling of CO2. The OLR in these formulae is computed
611using an offline radiation model, with temperature and
612humidity profiles derived from the simulations. Leaving
613aside changes in absorbed solar radiation or dynamical heat
614transports, maintainence of energy balance requires DOLR =
6150, whence

DTa ¼ �
gCO2

gT þ gw
D log2 pCO2ð Þ ð6Þ

617From this equation, we see that the warming is proportional
618to the CO2 radiative forcing, but with a sensitivity
619coefficient that is sensitive to both the water vapor changes
620and the temperature profile. Since gT is always positive and
621gCO2

is negative if temperature decreases with height, a
622negative gw enhances the warming.
623[26] Table 1 shows the sensitivity coefficients based on
624the zonal mean temperature and humidity profiles taken
625from the simulations at 33S in January, near the latitude of
626maximum temperature. The first thing one notices is that,
627except at very high CO2, the CO2 radiative forcing is weak
628compared to the values familiar from the modern situation
629(about 4 W/m2 per doubling). This is because of the weak
630vertical temperature contrast, and correspondingly the in-
631crease in radiative forcing is primarily due to an increase in
632tropopause height as the climate warms. gw is only about a
633tenth of gT, whence water vapor feedback produces only a
634slight enhancement of climate sensitivity. In contrast, water
635vapor feedback in the modern climate increases climate
636sensitivity by at least a factor of two. The climate sensitivity
637in the denominator of equation (6) is dominated by gT,
638which takes on values somewhat smaller than those of the
639modern world. This modest enhancement of dry climate
640sensitivity is a direct consequence of the cold temperatures
641of the hard snowball. For a blackbody surface of tempera-
642ture T sitting in a vacuum, gT = 4sT 3, whence we can define
643an effective radiating temperature for the level governing
644OLR changes by setting the no-atmosphere expression
645equal to the actual value of gT. The results are shown in
646Table 1, and correspond to cold, midtropospheric values.
647The simple lesson to be learned from this table is that our
648hard snowball climates remain cold because the CO2

649radiative forcing is weak, and the climate sensitivity also
650weak because of the feeble water vapor feedback.
651[27] The cloud greenhouse effect (Figure 6) is also weak,
652for two robust reasons: (1) The cloud greenhouse effect
653arises from high clouds, but there is little water with which
654to make clouds in the cold upper summer atmosphere, or at
655any level in the winter hemisphere. (2) The weak summer
656meridional temperature gradient cannot support the baro-
657clinic eddies that lead to midlatitude storm-track clouds in
658the modern climate. Significant cloud cover is limited
659primarily to the upward branch of the Hadley circulation,
660around 20� in the summer hemisphere. The zonal mean
661cloud greenhouse effect barely reaches 10 W/m2, as com-
662pared to approximately 70 W/m2 in the modern climate.
663Further, although the opposing cooling due to the cloud
664visible albedo is not as pronounced in the snowball case as
665it is in the modern climate, it is by no means negligible,
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666 particularly over the relatively dark bare tropical ice. For
667 example the maximum net cloud forcing for the .2 bar case
668 is only 6.5 W/m2, and the global mean net cloud forcing is a
669 mere 2.5 W/m2 (as compared to the temperature and latitude
670 independant net cloud forcing of 15.56 W/m2 assumed in
671 CK92). We note that the simulated cloud forcing does
672 increase with temperature, and therefore represents a posi-
673 tive feedback amplifying the warming. This effect may
674 become progressively more important as temperature is
675 further increased, either through addition of more CO2 or
676 through other radiative influences.
677 [28] Cloud effects present a notoriously formidable chal-
678 lenge to almost all climate simulation efforts. The situation
679 for the hard snowball climate is not quite as dire as it is for
680 climates more like the present. Much of the difficulty with
681 getting cloud effects right for the present climate stems from
682 the fact that the cloud albedo and cloud greenhouse effects
683 nearly cancel, yielding a small result which is the sum of
684 two large terms; a moderate error in either term can yield a
685 large proportional error in the net cloud forcing. In the hard
686 snowball case, the cloud forcing is dominated by the cloud
687 greenhouse effect, because of the high albedo of the
688 underlying surface. Hence the net cloud forcing is no longer
689 a small residual of two large terms. All other things being
690 equal, this reduces the error in the net cloud forcing relative
691 to the typical magnitude of the net. For example, in the
692 modern climate, even the sign of cloud feedback is in doubt,
693 whereas in the hard snowball case it is virtually certain that
694 clouds warm the climate.
695 [29] One should not thereby conclude that it is unimpor-
696 tant to get the clouds right. The CCM3 cloud parameteri-
697 zation used in FOAM is highly empirical, and while it
698 performs satisfactorily over the range of temperatures en-
699 countered in the modern climate, it is not based on funda-
700 mental microphysical considerations. Thicker clouds cannot
701 be ruled out solely on the basis of moisture availability. It
702 takes very little moisture to make a optically thick cloud,
703 and even in cold snowball conditions there is sufficient
704 water vapor at low levels in the summer hemisphere to
705 substantially increase the cloud longwave forcing, if only it
706 could be transported to high levels and kept in suspension as
707 condensed water. For example, in the .2 bar case, the
708 subtropical precipitable water is on the order of 700 g/m2,
709 whereas it takes only 20 g/m2 to make a cloud with an
710 infrared emissivity of 80% [Mahesh et al., 2001b]. In the
711 hard snowball climate, convection is weak and injection of
712 water aloft would be more sluggish than at present, so it
713 would be expected that less of the available water (which is,
714 in turn, much reduced in comparison to the modern climate)
715 will be made into cloud water. However, the amount of

716cloud water that stays aloft depends ultimately on the rate of
717conversion to precipitation, and it is not completely out of
718the question that this factor could be lower in the snowball
719world. A better understanding of the behavior of the
720condensed water path in a hard snowball climate is clearly
721needed, and could perhaps be approached via detailed
722microphysical or cloud-resolving simulations of convection
723under cold conditions. A further discussion of the cloud
724parameterization, and some experiments exploring the sen-
725sitivity of the results to assumptions about cloud water
726content are presented in section 7.

7274. Synoptic Eddy Heat Transport

728[30] As noted in the Introduction, dynamic heat transports
729influence deglaciation through their effect on the latitudinal
730temperature distribution. In the midlatitudes, the transport is
731predominantly carried out by transient baroclinic (or ‘‘syn-
732optic’’) eddies. These eddies draw their energy from the
733potential energy associated with the meridional temperature
734gradient, and they will therefore be greatly affected by the
735strong seasonal cycle of the temperature pattern. An intro-
736duction to the subject may be found in Pierrehumbert and
737Swanson [1995]. For the cold snowball climate, energy
738transport by latent heat is negligable, and only the dry static
739energy flux needs to be considered. This is given by Ftrans =
740g�1hcpT0 + gZ0i, where cp is the specific heat of air, T is
741temperature, Z is the height of a pressure surface, g is the
742acceleration of gravity, and angle brackets denote an inte-
743gral with respect to distance over the latitude circle and with
744respect to pressure in the vertical [Pierrehumbert, 2002;
745Trenberth and Caron, 2001]. We shall define transients with
746respect to the monthly mean, so primed quantites refer to
747deviations from the corresponding monthly mean quantity.
748Ftrans gives the rate of energy transport across a latitude
749circle, measured in units of power (typically petawatts, i.e.,
7501015 watts).

Figure 6. January zonal mean cloud longwave forcing, for
various CO2. The cloud longwave forcing is defined as the
reduction in OLR caused by cloud effects, beyond the
reduction caused by the clear-sky greenhouse effect.

t1.1 Table 1. Clear-Sky OLR Sensitivity Coefficients for the Indicated

CO2 Ranges, Based on January Zonal Mean Conditions at 33�S
Latitudea

CO2 Range gT gw gCO2
Tradt1.2

100–400 ppm 2.453 �0.320 �0.895 221.1t1.3
400–1600 ppm 2.318 �0.319 �0.977 217.0t1.4
1600–12,800 ppm 2.67 �0.294 �1.547 227.6t1.5
12,800 ppm to 0.1 bar 3.093 �0.364 �3.677 238.9t1.6
0.1–0.2 bar 2.952 �0.409 �6.194 235.2t1.7

aTrad is the effective radiating temperature of the level governing OLR
changes. See text for definitions of the terms.t1.8
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751 [31] Results for January are shown in Figure 7. Conso-
752 nant with the analogy with Mars [Walker, 2001], synoptic
753 eddy transports are primarily a winter phenomenon. While
754 they play some role in smoothing out the warm bump near
755 30S in the summer hemisphere, the fluxes there are very
756 weak compared to those in the winter hemisphere. The
757 winter fluxes are sharply peaked near 30N, and decay
758 rapidly poleward of this latitude. An examination of the
759 full seasonal cycle (not shown) indicates that as the year
760 progresses the flux makes a smooth and continuous transi-
761 tion between its winter and summer pattern. This is unlike
762 the Martian storm tracks, which switch on precipitously
763 during the autumnal equinox [Collins et al., 1996].
764 [32] From the standpoint of deglaciation, the synoptic
765 eddies are important because they draw energy out of the
766 winter subtropics and cool it; the Hadley cell communicates
767 this cooling throughout the tropics. Interestingly, the trans-
768 port into the winter hemisphere increases from about 1.5 to
769 2.5 petawatts as CO2 is increased from 100 ppm to .2 bars,
770 despite the fact that the temperature gradient poleward of
771 30N changes little. The increasing temperature of the
772 summer subtropics does increase the gradient between
773 15N and 30N, which may be governing the transport.
774 However,there may also be important static stability effects,
775 as detailed below. It is also interesting to note that the peak
776 winter transient eddy fluxes are comparable to the approx-
777 imately 2 petawatts of dry static energy fluxes in the modern
778 climate [Pierrehumbert, 2002]. The modern atmosphere
779 manages to transport a total of about twice this amount,
780 by adding another 2 petawatts of latent heat transport. Thus
781 the winter hemisphere eddy transport situation is rather like
782 that of the modern climate, except that the latent heat flux
783 has disappeared because of the low water content of the cold
784 snowball atmosphere. It should be noted, however, that 2
785 petawatts of transport is more consequential in the snowball
786 case than it would be in the modern climate, since the weak
787 solar absorption of the reflective ice surface means that less

788energy transport is needed to compensate for the gradient in
789radiative heating between pole and tropics.
790[33] The strong static stability of the winter hemisphere
791plays an important role in suppressing baroclinic eddies
792away from the subtropics. This can be seen from an
793examination of the ‘‘Charney Parameter,’’ b*, derived from
794linear instability theory [Held, 1978; Pierrehumbert and
795Swanson, 1995]. The parameter is given by b* = bLd

2/(UzH),
796where b is the gradient of the Coriolis parameter, H is the
797scale height, and Uz s the typical vertical wind shear. The
798radius of deformation is Ld = NH/f, with N being the Brunt-
799Vaisala frequency and f the Coriolis parameter. When b*
 1
800the beta effect is relatively unimportant, the eddies are as
801deep as the whole troposphere, and the characteristic
802horizontal scale is the radius of deformation. The modern
803extratropics, with b* � .2 is in this regime. However, the
804winter extratropics in the hard snowball is vertically iso-
805thermal at around 200 K, yielding N = g/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RT

p
= .04 s�1,

806Ld = 2400 km, and b* � 3. In this regime, the beta effect
807suppresses longwave, deep eddies and the modes are
808comparatively shallow and weak. In lieu of the radius of
809deformation, the characteristic horizontal scale is the
810Rossby scale (f/N)(Uz/b), which works out to about
811800 km for the snowball extratropics. Coincidentally, this
812is about the same as the radius of deformation for the
813modern extratropics, implying similar horizontal scales for
814the eddies in the two cases. However, in the snowball case,
815the characteristic depth scale is a shallow 2 km, and the
816typical growth rate is (f/N)Uz, smaller than that of
817the modern climate by virtue of the large value of N. The
818expectation that the simulated eddies are shallow and of a
819scale less than Ld needs to be probed with further diagnostic
820analyses; that is an intricate subject, which will be left to
821future work. The relevance of linear stability theory to the
822nonlinear baroclinic turbulence of the atmosphere is at best
823uncertain, but stability theory is sufficient to show that,
824despite a temperature gradient comparable to the modern
825winter, the hard snowball winter climate is in a very
826different baroclinic regime than the present one.
827[34] To what extent can the behavior of the dynamic heat
828transport be captured by a diffusive EBM? The direction of
829heat transport is consistently downgradient, and in that
830sense consistent with diffusion. However, the magnitude
831of the transport is clearly not proportional to the local
832temperature gradient. It is nonetheless instructive to com-
833pute the range of effective thermal diffusivities implied by
834the simulation, and to assess the errors in estimating the
835maximum flux by a diffusive approximation. To do this, we
836find, for each CO2 case and for each month, the maximum
837Ftrans in each hemisphere, and then compute the mean
838temperature gradient averaged within 10 degrees latitude
839on either side of the location of the maximum flux. Using
840these values, the diffusivity D is then defined according to
841the relation

2pr2eD cosf
@T

@f
¼ Ftrans ð7Þ

843where re is the Earth’s radius and f is the latitude. If Ftrans is
844measured in Watts, then D will have units of W/(m2 K), and
845will be consistently with usage in EBMs such as described
846in CK92. In Figure 8 we show a scatterplot of each estimate

Figure 7. January transient eddy dry static energy flux, for
various CO2. Transient eddies are defined as the deviation
from the monthly mean.
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847 of D versus the temperature difference between 10 degrees
848 of latitude N and S of the point where the estimate is made.
849 Only Northern Hemisphere results are shown, since results
850 for the Southern Hemisphere are essentially the same except
851 for reversal of the sign of DT. The diffusivity is far from
852 constant; it varies by a factor of three or more. A detailed
853 examination of the seasonal cycle (not shown) reveals that
854 the largest values occur near the spring equinox in each
855 hemisphere, while the smallest values occur near the
856 autumn equinox. This is indicative of a static stability
857 effect, as the atmosphere is more convective, and has lower
858 static stability, when it is warming (spring) than when it is
859 cooling (autumn). The winter values of diffusivity are
860 intermediate between the extremes, and are on the order of
861 .2 W/(m2 K). This is less than a third of the value used in
862 CK92 and many other energy balance models, based on
863 making the model reproduce the modern climate. It should
864 be no surprise that the hard snowball diffusivity is much
865 lower than that appropriate for the modern climate, owing to
866 the lack of latent heat transport. The drop in diffusivity is
867 actually somewhat greater than one would expect on
868 moisture considerations alone. Whatever the cause, the
869 relatively low diffusivity is a favorable factor for deglacia-
870 tion, since it means that less tropical heat gets bled off into
871 the extremely cold winter hemisphere than would be
872 expected from EBM estimates. It would not, however, be
873 appropriate to use the same low diffusivity in the tropics, as
874 the heat transport there is governed by quite different
875 mechanisms.
876 [35] Nonlinear scaling theory for baroclinic turbulence is
877 a very unsettled subject, but such theories as there are
878 invariably imply that the eddy diffusivity should vary with
879 both the static stability and temperature gradient. A sum-
880 mary of the principal extant results can be found in Barry et

881al. [2002]. None of the parameterizations cited in Barry et
882al. [2002] has proved unambiguously successful when
883applied to the real atmosphere or realistic simulations, but
884the results of Held and Larichev [1996] are of particular
885interest because they derive from a precise turbulent scaling
886theory, albeit applied to a statistically homogeneous
887baroclinic zone rather unlike the limited baroclinic zones
888of the real atmosphere. In this theory, the diffusivity is
889proportional to Ld/(b*)

2, and hence should vary like Ld
�3 for

890fixed vertical shear. In agreement with arguments based on
891linear stability theory, the scaling theory predicts a strong
892suppression of baroclinic eddies as static stability is
893increased; in fact, a doubling of N should reduce the eddy
894diffusivity by a factor of 8. This result again underscores the
895importance of static stability in determining the heat flux,
896but our attempts to make a more precise comparison
897between the simulations and the scaling predictions proved
898ambiguous, because of horizontal inhomogeneities in both
899the temperature gradient and static stability. Barry et al.
900[2002] proposed a new scaling theory, which appears to
901succeed remarkably at reproducing GCM simulations over a
902wide range of conditions. However, the new theory is not in
903itself usable as a parameterization scheme, as it is partly
904diagnostic; it actually requires the net energy transport
905across the baroclinic zone as an input to the scaling law.
906Static stability does not appear explicitly in the expression
907for diffusivity, but enters only implicity through the net
908energy transport (see Table 1 of Barry et al. [2002]), which
909must generally be computed from simulations or some
910other parameterization.
911[36] Given the present state of scaling theory, there is
912little hope for reliable treatment of heat transport in simpli-
913fied models of the snowball climate. The challenge of
914formulating a parameterization that can reproduce the trans-
915port behavior in the hard snowball climate can serve as both
916stimulus and testbed for further developments of scaling
917theory.

9185. Hadley Cell

919[37] In the tropics, the dynamic heat transport is predom-
920inantly carried out by the Hadley circulation, a zonally
921symmetric overturning cell which changes gradually over
922the course of the seasonal cycle. In fact, dynamically
923speaking, ‘‘the tropics’’ may be defined as that region of
924the globe where the Hadley cell plays the dominant role in
925determining the temperature pattern. Weak Solar forcing,
926low thermal inertia of the surface and the very limited role
927of latent heat transport in a cold, dry atmosphere, could
928cause the Hadley cell on a hard snowball Earth to differ
929markedly from that of the present climate. In the modern
930world, the Hadley cell homogenizes free-troposphere tem-
931perature between about 20N and 20S, causing this region to
932behave as a single thermal unit; substantial gradients in
933atmospheric heating are redistributed so as to yield weak
934variations in tropical temperature. In particular, the vertical
935profile of temperature lies on the moist adiabat both in the
936convective region and the subsiding region, despite the fact
937that active convection occupies only a small portion of the
938tropics [Pierrehumbert, 1995]. Our goal in this section is to
939describe the extent to which the effects of the hard snowball
940Hadley circulation deviate from this picture.

Figure 8. Scatterplot of Northern Hemisphere thermal
diffusivity diagnosed from the simulations, against tem-
perature difference over the interval extending 10 degrees of
latitude on either side of the point of maximum dry static
energy flux. Each point represents an estimate for an
individual month, for the indicated value of CO2.
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941 [38] We begin with a basic description of the zonal-mean
942 circulation, the mass-flux streamfunction of which is shown
943 in Figure 9 for the 100 ppm climate. The streamfunction is
944 defined such that the streamfunction difference between any
945 two contours is the rate of mass flow carried by the Hadley
946 cell in the region between those contours. If one attributes
947 roughly half the mass of the atmosphere to the tropics, then
948 a Hadley cell with maximum streamfunction value of 200 �
949 109 Kg/s would turn over the tropical atmosphere in
950 approximately 150 days.
951 [39] The general pattern is similar to that of the present-
952 day cell. The cell is strongest near the times of the solstices,
953 and at those times takes the form of a single cell with a
954 rising branch in the summer subtropics and a subsiding
955 branch in the winter subtropics. Thus the circulation
956 reverses direction between the two solstices. As the equinox
957 is approached, the circulation takes on a two-cell pattern
958 with rising motion near the equator, but it is very weak. As
959 pointed out by Lindzen and Hou [1988], the two-cell pattern
960 one obtains by taking an annual average is rather mislead-
961 ing, and the Hadley cell is best thought of as a single-cell
962 pattern carrying heat from the summer to the winter sub-
963 tropics. The compressional heating in the subsiding branch
964 causes the atmosphere there to be warmer than it would
965 have been in local radiative-convective equilibrium, and is
966 the primary means by which the Hadley cell acts to
967 homogenize the tropical temperature. There is a compen-

968sating local cooling in the ascending region. The cooling
969(relative to the local radiative equilibrium temperature) in
970the ascending branch is due to import of air with low
971potential temperature by the low level flow, and not to
972adiabatic expansion of the rising air. Convection keeps the
973ascending region on the adiabat (dry or moist), and ascent
974along an adiabat does not change the temperature profile.
975This is equally true for the present moist Hadley circulation
976as it is for the dry snowball one. The biggest difference in
977the physics of the snowball circulation comes in the
978subsiding region. For the modern case, the moist and dry
979adiabats differ greatly, and air ascends along the moist
980adiabat but descends under the influence of dry adiabatic
981compression and infrared cooling alone. Therefore it is
982possible to have compressional heating in the subsiding
983branch even if the temperature profile is on the moist
984adiabat in both cases. For the dry snowball circulation,
985there is essentially no asymmetry between ascent and
986descent, so compressional heating could not occur in the
987subsiding region if it relaxed to the same dry adiabatic
988profile obtaining in the ascending region.
989[40] A quantitative comparison to the modern day Hadley
990cell is instructive. We computed the monthly composited
991mass flux streamfunction from NCEP data [Kalnay et al.,
9921996] for the years 1967–1987. Surprisingly, the 100 ppm
993hard snowball Hadley circulation is actually stronger than
994the modern one, and carries a flux of 215 � 109 Kg/s in

Figure 9. Seasonal cycle of the mass flux streamfunction of the Hadley circulation, for the case with
100 ppm CO2. Units are 109 Kg/s. The contour interval and color scale are the same for all panels.
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995 January versus only 167 � 109 Kg/s for the modern January
996 case. The 100 ppm hard snowball circulation is shallower
997 than the modern case; its center, as measured by location of
998 the maximum streamfunction is near 700 mb, versus 500
999 mb for the modern case, and its top as measured by the layer
1000 containing 80% of the mass flux is 325 mb, versus 100 mb
1001 for the modern case. The poleward limit of the rising branch
1002 in the summer hemisphere is not too different between the
1003 two cases (15.5S latitude in January for the 100 ppm case,
1004 versus 12.5S for the modern case). However, the penetration
1005 of the descending branch into the winter hemisphere is
1006 much more limited for the hard snowball case than the
1007 modern case (15.5 N for 100 ppm in January, versus 27.5N
1008 for the modern case).
1009 [41] As shown in Table 2, the Hadley circulation is only
1010 weakly sensitive to massive changes in the CO2 content of
1011 the atmosphere. As the climate warms, the strength of the
1012 circulation increases moderately and the rising branch
1013 penetrates very slightly further into the summer hemisphere.
1014 The sinking branch remains fixed. Further, the depth of the
1015 circulation (not shown in the table) changes little from the
1016 values quoted previously for the 100 ppm case.
1017 [42] The Hadley cell is vigorous, but not sufficiently
1018 vigorous to homogenize the tropical temperature to the
1019 extent prevailing in the modern climate. This is evident in
1020 the surface temperature pattern shown in Figure 3. The
1021 temperature aloft (not shown) also varies considerably
1022 across the tropics. In particular, the Hadley cell fails to
1023 relax the entire tropics to the adiabat; the vertical profile is
1024 on the dry adiabat in the ascending branch, but has
1025 substantial static stability in the subsiding branch. A full
1026 inquiry into the physics limiting the strength of the circu-
1027 lation confronts intricate dynamical issues, and would lead
1028 us far afield from the immediate task at hand. More
1029 comprehensive diagnostics, and a detailed dynamical
1030 analysis, will be provided in a separate paper (R. T.
1031 Pierrehumbert, manuscript in preparation, 2005). The prin-
1032 ciple factors at work are as follows: (1) The snowball
1033 Hadley state (as well as the modern one) does not attain
1034 the equilibrium constant angular momentum state having
1035 temperature symmetry across the equator. Both transient
1036 and eddy effects are involved. The circulation is only
1037 guaranteed to eliminate the temperature gradient in a narrow
1038 zone near the equator. Elsewhere, the gradient depends on
1039 the strength of the differential heating. (2) Owing to the
1040 absence of the thermal inertial of an open tropical ocean, the
1041 cross-tropical gradient in atmospheric heating is consider-
1042 ably greater in the snowball case than it is in the modern

1043climate. The snowball Hadley circulation cannot become
1044strong enough to even out the effects of such strong
1045differential heating. (3) The virtual absence of moist effects
1046eliminates the asymmetry between upward and downward
1047motion, and renders the state with a dry adiabat across the
1048entire tropics energetically inconsistent.
1049[43] Though the Hadley cell is unable to eliminate trop-
1050ical temperature gradients in the snowball climate, it is
1051nonetheless strong enough to have a profound effect on the
1052tropical temperature pattern. In January in the .2 bar case,
1053for example, the Hadley cell draws about 30 W/m2 of
1054energy out of the ascending region, near 20S. This is
1055deposited in the subsiding region, where it is largely carried
1056away to the cold winter hemisphere by synoptic eddies. For
1057the deglaciation problem, it is particularly significant that
1058the Hadley cell carries heat away from the equator at a rate
1059of 20 W/m2 or more throughout the year. This heat loss
1060helps to keep the annual mean equatorial temperature cold,
1061and inhibits deglaciation.
1062[44] Since subsurface ice temperature and hence deglaci-
1063ation are primarily sensitive to the annual mean tempera-
1064ture, it is natural to wonder whether a steady theory of
1065Hadley circulations forced by the annual average insolation
1066would suffice. If the Hadley cell dynamics were linear, this
1067would unquestionably be the case. However, the angular
1068momentum transport which figures prominently in the
1069theory of Held and Hou [1980] makes the problem nonlin-
1070ear. The extent to which this nonlinearity affects the annual
1071mean climate in an oscillating Hadley circulation is at
1072present unclear, and must await a mathematical analysis
1073of the time-dependent case.

10746. Hydrological Cycle and the Surface Energy
1075Budget

1076[45] The precipitation-evaporation budget is of interest
1077because it governs the distribution of snow cover, because it
1078is affects sea-glacier flow, and because it defines the net

t2.1 Table 2. January Hadley Cell Characteristicsa

CO2 ymax, 10
9 Kg/s fS fNt2.2

100 ppm 215. �15.6 15.6t2.3
400 ppm 211. �15.6 15.6t2.4
1600 ppm 222. �15.6 15.6t2.5
12,800 ppm 240. �20.0 15.6t2.6
0.1 bar 311. �20.0 15.6t2.7
0.2 bar 344. �20.0 15.6t2.8

aymax is the maximum streamfunction value, and measures the net
mass flux of the circulation. fS and fN are the latitudes of the southern
and northern boundaries of the Hadley cell, defined as the most
poleward latitudes at which the streamfunction attains 20% of its
maximum value.t2.9

Figure 10. Annual-zonal mean residual of precipitation
over evaporation for various CO2 concentrations. Units are
cm/year of liquid water equivalent.
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1079 ablation zones where sea ice may be relatively thin. Annu-
1080 ally and zonally averaged P – E statistics are shown in
1081 Figure 10. As expected from previous simulations, and from
1082 basic thermodynamic arguments [Pierrehumbert, 2002], the
1083 accumulation rate is very small, under a centimeter per year
1084 of liquid water equivalent, increasing modestly as CO2 and
1085 temperature increase. The region from about 10N to 10S is a
1086 net ablation zone, where new water vapor enters the
1087 atmosphere by evaporation from sea ice, which in turn is
1088 replenished by freezing at the base. Most of this is snowed
1089 out in strong accumulation zones near 16N and 16S, due to
1090 moisture convergence in the upward branch of the Hadley
1091 circulation at the solstices. There is also some weak accu-
1092 mulation poleward of 35N and 35S. These two accumula-
1093 tion zones are separated by a region of of very weak net
1094 ablation or accumulation. The positions of the accumulation
1095 and ablation zones change little as CO2 is changed.
1096 Although the net accumulation seems unimpressive, over
1097 the lifetime of the hard snowball it is highly consequential;
1098 acting relentlessly for a million years, a 1 cm/yr accumula-

1099tion would yield a 10 km high ice dome, if uncompensated
1100by flow of sea or land glaciers.
1101[46] The small net accumulation is actually the residual of
1102a much larger precipitation and evaporation, as indicated by
1103the January data in Figure 11. At .2 bars, the precipitation
1104and evaporation individually occur at a rate of about 40 cm
1105of liquid water equivalent per year. There is very little
1106synoptic variability in the summer hemisphere, and most of
1107the local recycling of water occurs in the course of the
1108diurnal cycle. There is a pool of about 1 mm of water in the
1109form of snow or ice, which evaporates into the atmosphere
1110each afternoon and snows out almost immediately, before it
1111has a chance to be transported. Even this modest evapora-
1112tion is far in excess of what would be possible were the
1113surface temperature constant at around 250 K throughout
1114the day. It is only possible because of the large diurnal
1115cycle, which arises because of the low thermal inertia of the
1116surface (compounded by the extremely low diffusivity of
1117snow cover). The ice and snow surface warm greatly in the
1118afternoon, leading to low boundary layer relative humidity,
1119which helps sustain relatively large evaporation rates. The
1120diurnal cycle also has a marked effect on the surface energy
1121budget as will be discussed shortly.
1122[47] During the short simulations reported here, snow
1123only builds up to a modest depth on the order of a meter
1124of liquid water equivalent. The equilibrium snow depth
1125could only be determined if ice and sea glacier dynamics
1126were taken into account, but the present simulations are
1127more than adequate for determining the snow albedo
1128feedback. Observations show that it only takes 5–10 mm,
1129of physical snow depth to reset the ice surface albedo to that
1130of snow [Warren et al., 2002]. FOAM treats the snow
1131albedo affect somewhat more conservatively than this,
1132assuming that the surface albedo approaches that of snow
1133gradually, at a characteristic depth dependant on the surface
1134roughness. Over ice, surface albedo reaches half of its
1135maximum value at a physical snow depth of 4 cm (or. 4
1136cm of liquid water equivalent), and is nearly saturated at a
1137physical depth of 8 cm. Apart from the role of sea glacier
1138flow in replacing bare sea ice with glacier ice, the surface
1139albedo can be regarded as being in equilibrium. The snow
1140depth pattern is shown in Figure 12. There is a narrow band
1141of bare ice near the equator, and two major bands of deep

Figure 11. January precipitation, evaporation and residual
for the .2 bar case.

Figure 12. Distribution of annual mean snow depth (liquid water equivalent) in the final year of the .2
bar run. Snow accumulation in the model is capped at 1 m liquid water equivalent. Regions which have
reached this limit by the end of the simulation are shown in white. Regions of bare ice or ground are
colored with violet. The bold dashed line delineates the equatorial supercontinent.
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1142 snow at the edge of the tropics. The polar regions have very
1143 light snow cover, but it is sufficient to cause a substantial
1144 increase in the albedo there. Apart from snow accumulation
1145 in the coastal mountain ranges, the tropical continent
1146 remains largely devoid of snow. Because of the greater
1147 surface roughness over land, the modest snow cover there is
1148 has only a minor effect on the continental albedo.
1149 [48] The snow accumulation at the edge of the tropics
1150 affects sea glacier flow, but it should not be concluded that
1151 the primary glacial flow is away from these two regions. Sea
1152 glaciers are largely driven by pressure gradients due to the
1153 formation of thick ice in the cold polar regions, where the
1154 ocean loses energy relatively quickly owing to the large
1155 temperature difference between the ice surface and the
1156 unfrozen water below. For a typical high latitude mean
1157 temperature of 200 K, the balance between diffusive heat
1158 loss through the ice and latent heat release by basal freezing
1159 yields a growth of nearly 15 cm per year for an initial ice
1160 thickness of 100 m, and 1.5 cm per year for 1 km thick ice.
1161 Even the latter dominates thickness growth by snow accu-
1162 mulation, so sea glacier dynamics would most likely carry
1163 the snow mounds into the deep tropics, increasing the
1164 albedo there.
1165 [49] The surface energy budget sheds some further light
1166 on the diurnal cycle alluded to earlier. This cycle is worth
1167 closer study, because it turns out to have an important
1168 cooling effect on the mean ice surface temperature. In the
1169 top panel of Figure 13, we show the difference between the

1170surface temperature and the temperature of the overlying air,
1171in January (negative values corresponding to ice colder than
1172air). The mean surface temperature is up to 10 K colder than
1173that of the overlying air, with particularly large differences
1174occurring over the midlatitude deep snow belts. We show
1175the corresponding surface energy budget in the lower panel
1176of the figure. As expected from the low thermal inertia of
1177the surface, the residual of the surface budget is nearly zero,
1178except at the winter pole where the surface hasn’t come
1179completely into equilibrium, owing to the slow radiative
1180cooling at such low temperatures. The real surprise is that
1181the sensible heat flux is out of the surface and into the
1182atmosphere, and thus appears to be countergradient. Given
1183the bulk heat transfer formula used in FOAM, this would be
1184impossible if the surface temperature were constant at the
1185monthly mean. This seemingly bizarre state of affairs is in
1186fact a simple result of the rectification of the large diurnal
1187fluctuation of surface conditions by the nonlinearity of the
1188Monin-Obukhov parameterization of turbulent transfer of
1189sensible and latent heat. During the daytime, the surface
1190temperature becomes up to 10 K warmer than the air
1191temperature, and there is substantial upward transfer of heat
1192through the unstable boundary layer. At night, however, the
1193boundary layer becomes stably stratified, cutting off virtu-
1194ally all turbulent heat transfer. The surface is warmed only
1195by the downwelling infrared radiation from the atmosphere,
1196which is weak owing to the dry optically thin atmosphere,
1197and hence plummets to extremely cold temperatures quickly
1198because of the low thermal inertia of the surface. The
1199effect is especially marked over regions of deep snow
1200cover, because the thermal diffusivity of snow is far less
1201than that of ice, whence the surface attains its very
1202cold equilibrium temperature more quickly. Over snow,
1203the night time temperatures can be 20 K lower than the
1204air temperature. This is an unanticipated effect of snow
1205cover, above and beyond the albedo effect, which further
1206inhibits deglaciation.
1207[50] The strong diurnal cycle seen in these simulations
1208supports the interpretation of tropical Neoproterozoic sand
1209wedges proposed by Maloof et al. [2002]. The formation of
1210sand wedges requires strong temperature variations over a
1211suitable timescale; if the timescale is too short, the temper-
1212ature wave is too shallow to form sand wedges, whereas if
1213the timescale is too long, viscous relaxation of the soil
1214prevents the buildup of stresses that lead to cracking and
1215subsequent formation of the wedges. Currently, sand
1216wedges form as a result of synoptic systems in high latitude
1217regions characterized by large temperature gradients and
1218high seasonality, and, as reviewed in Maloof et al. [2002],
1219the existence of Neoproterozoic tropical sand wedges is
1220sometimes taken as support for very high obliquity, which
1221would lead to high tropical seasonality. Given that sand
1222wedges form as a result of synoptic activity, rather than the
1223slow seasonal temperature variation, the high obliquity
1224interpretation is partly founded on a dynamical misconcep-
1225tion, as midlatitude-style synoptic eddies are not to be
1226expected in the tropics even in the high obliquity case,
1227owing to the low coriolis parameter there. Maloof et al.
1228[2002] show, on the other hand, that in snowball Earth
1229conditions sand wedges could form as a result of the diurnal
1230cycle, if the diurnal temperature range on the order of 20 K
1231or more. Given the strength of the diurnal cycle seen in our

Figure 13. (top) January temperature difference between
the surface and the overlying air for the .2 bar case (negative
values correspond to suface colder than air). (bottom)
Corresponding surface energy budget. Curves give the
absorbed solar radiation (Solar), net infrared cooling (LW),
cooling due to sensible heat flux (Sens), cooling due to
latent heat flux (Latent), and the residual net flux (Net).
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1232 simulations, the interpretation of Maloof et al. [2002]
1233 emerges as the most plausible explanation of the sand
1234 wedges. Indeed the requirement of a strong diurnal cycle
1235 supports the notion of a hard snowball, since open tropical
1236 ocean would tend to moderate the diurnal cycle over land,
1237 even if the land became cold enough to undergo freeze-thaw
1238 cycles. It should also be noted that, if the paleolatitude of
1239 the Neoproterozoic sand wedges is at the poleward range of
1240 its band of uncertainty, synoptic variability may also con-
1241 tribute to their formation. The strong winter hemisphere
1242 temperature gradients, and low thermal inertia of the frozen
1243 surface, allows significant synoptic variability to penetrate
1244 to within about 15 degrees of the equator, as evidenced by
1245 Figure 7.
1246 [51] Another interesting consequence of the strong diur-
1247 nal cycle is that it may help to provide freshwater refugia on
1248 tropical continents. Bare, dark land adjacent to glaciers can
1249 easily heat up during the day to temperatures above freez-
1250 ing, and could sustain some episodic melting of snow and
1251 glacier ice. This meltwater could feed tropical ice-covered
1252 lakes analogous to those presently found in the Antarctic
1253 dry valleys. Ice on such lakes could conceivably be kept
1254 thin enough to sustain photosynthetic life in the liquid layer
1255 below, along the lines discussed in Warren et al. [2002].
1256 Refugia of this sort would not, of course, be pertinent to the
1257 survival of organisms which require a marine environment.

1258 7. Sensitivity to Surface Albedo and Cloud
1259 Assumptions

1260 [52] The sea-ice/snow surface is a complex material,
1261 and radiative transfer through this substance poses chal-
1262 lenges as formidable as the better recognized challenges
1263 of clouds [Warren et al., 2002]. To help identify the more
1264 important factors, we have carried out a number of
1265 simulations with alternate assumptions concerning surface
1266 albedo, holding CO2 fixed at .2 bars. These simulations
1267 are summarized in Table 3. In this table, we give the
1268 annual mean maximum ice surface temperature, as well
1269 as the January maxima, since the former is most relevant
1270 to determining deglaciation.
1271 [53] The bare ice albedo for the control case has a
1272 broadband value consistent with measurements reported
1273 by Warren et al. [2002], but the measurements show that
1274 ice is more reflective for short wave visible radiation than
1275 for near-IR. The importance of this effect is probed in the
1276 ‘‘spectral albedo’’ experiment, where we increase the ice

1277albedo in the shortwave half of the solar energy spectrum
1278to .6 and reduce it to .4 in the longwave half. This
1279produces virtually no change in the climate, because the
1280atmosphere only weakly alters the incoming solar spec-
1281trum, and because most of the ice surface is shielded by
1282snow. The shielding by snow also accounts for the
1283paucity of effect in our ‘‘dark ice’’ experiment, where
1284we reduced the ice albedo to .5 in the shortwave and .3 in
1285the longwave. Relatively bubble-free ice such as the
1286marine ice rarely encountered at the surface in modern
1287conditions could be this dark or darker [Warren et al.,
12882002], but unless one finds a way to keep more ice free
1289of snow, it will have little effect on the surface
1290temperature.
1291[54] The next experiment reduces the snow albedo effect
1292by arbitrarily changing the characteristic snow optical depth
1293scale in the albedo parameterization from 4 cm to 10 meters,
1294while keeping the ice albedo fixed at that of the ‘‘dark ice’’
1295experiment. This ‘‘thin snow’’ experiment is unrealistic, but
1296serves to illustrate the importance of the snow cover, and
1297also as a check of the amount of extra warming that would
1298be obtained if the true precipitation field left much more
1299bare ice than the simulations. The ‘‘thin snow’’ experiment
1300shows a very substantial warming in the January maximum
1301ice temperature; this temperature increases nearly 15 K in
1302response to a 37 W/m2 increase in absorbed solar radiation
1303occasioned by the reduction in surface albedo. However,
1304most of this warming occurs near latitude 30S, where it is
1305offset by very cold wintertime temperatures. The warmest
1306annual mean ice temperature occurs at the equator, and this
1307warms only slightly. Part of the reason is that the deep
1308tropical albedo reduces only slightly, because the albedo
1309there is already dominated by bare land and bare ice. An
1310additional reason is that the proximity of the equator to the
1311very cold winter hemisphere holds down its temperature,
1312through loss of heat to the cold regions.
1313[55] In the ‘‘dark snow’’ experiment we restore the
1314original snow cover parameterization, but reduce the snow
1315albedo to .8 in the shortwave and .5 in the near-IR (for a
1316broadband reduction of .1). Such a reduction could perhaps
1317be produced by admixture of dust with the snow. The low
1318net snow accumulation favors albedo reduction by dust,
1319since it would tend to increase the dust concentration in the
1320snow, all other things being equal. However, when one
1321recalls that the net accumulation is a residual of large
1322evaporation and large precipitation, it does not seem so
1323clear that dust could significantly reduce the snow albedo.

t3.1 Table 3. Sensitivity of the Maximum January and Annual-Averaged Ice Surface Temperatures to Selected

Modeling Assumptions, Accompanied by Corresponding Solar Absorption Statisticsa

Case Max Jan. Tice Max Ann. Avg. Tice atoa atoa,clr Jan. Summer Sabst3.2

0.2 bar control 247.8 243.9 0.664 0.654 157.6t3.3
Spectral albedo 247.7 243.9 0.664 0.654 157.2t3.4
Dark ice 247.9 243.8 0.664 0.654 157.5t3.5
Thin snow 262.5 246.0 0.613 0.598 194.4t3.6
Dark snow 264.0 247.9 0.618 0.601 183.4t3.7

aatoa is the all-sky January albedo averaged over the illuminated portion of the globe, atoa,clr is the corresponding clear-sky
albedo, and Sabs is the January mean solar absorption averaged over the summer hemisphere. The ‘‘spectral albedo’’ case was
carried out with a shortwave ice albedo of 0.6 and a longwave ice albedo of 0.4. In the ‘‘dark ice’’ case each of these albedos
was reduced by 0.1. ‘‘Thin snow’’ was carried out with the same ice albedo as ‘‘dark ice’’ but with artifically reduced snow
cover. ‘‘Dark snow’’ used the same ice albedo as ‘‘spectral albedo,’’ but reduced the longwave and shortwave snow albedo by
0.1 each relative to the control case. All experiments were carried out with 0.2 bars of CO2.t3.8
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1324 Any dust washed out of the atmosphere would be left
1325 behind as the snow evaporated in the daytime, only to be
1326 covered up almost immediately by a relatively heavy fall of
1327 fresh snow. Such issues can only be properly addressed
1328 through a quantitative dust transport and deposition model,
1329 but as a route to deglaciation ‘‘dark snow’’ suffers from the
1330 same problem as ‘‘thin snow.’’ There is a substantial
1331 summertime warming, but only a moderate increase in the
1332 annual mean tropical temperature. In both the ‘‘dark snow’’
1333 and ‘‘thin snow’’ cases, there is an interesting poleward
1334 redistribution of snowcover in response to the midlatitude
1335 summer heating, but the redistribution isn’t extreme enough
1336 to substantially amplify the midlatitude warming.
1337 [56] The preceding experiments may not exhaust the
1338 possibilities for reduced surface albedo, but they do indicate
1339 that rather extreme reductions would be necessary to trigger
1340 deglaciation at or near .2 bars. Set against this possibility is
1341 the high probability of a number of effects that could
1342 intervene to increase the surface albedo beyond that
1343 assumed in our control experiment. Sea glacier flow, as
1344 discussed in Goodman and Pierrehumbert [2003], would
1345 tend to replace the relative dark tropical bare sea ice with
1346 brighter glacier ice. Further, cold subeutectic ice is nearly as
1347 bright as snow, because of the formation of salt crystals
1348 which are effective scatterers [Warren et al., 2002]. At
1349 .2 bars, the mean tropical ice temperature is near or below
1350 the eutectic, suggesting the formation of bright ice. How-
1351 ever, the diurnal cycle can cross the eutectic, leading to a
1352 very unfamiliar situation that has yet to be studied
1353 theoretically. The formation of bright subeutectic ice
1354 represents a kind of barrier to deglaciation, since it will
1355 tend to keep itself cold enough to remain subeutectic.
1356 However, the importance of both the salt crystal effects
1357 and sea glacier effects is probably limited, because the
1358 surface albedo is so dominated by snow cover.
1359 [57] A more serious threat to deglaciation is the prospect
1360 that the tropical continent, which is mostly bare in our
1361 simulations, might eventually become snow covered.
1362 Simulations with a land glacier model driven offline by
1363 GCM-simulated precipitation indicate that this is a distinct
1364 possibility [Donnadieu et al., 2003]. While very dark ice or
1365 very dusty snow cannot be ruled out at this point, it
1366 generally appears that alternative models of surface albedo
1367 do not provide an easy route to deglaciation.
1368 [58] Clouds constitute another parameterized process with
1369 considerable potential for affecting the outcome of the
1370 deglaciation experiments. A cloud parameterization must
1371 predict the vertical and horizontal distribution of fractional
1372 cloud cover, cloud particle size, and cloud condensed water
1373 content. It is the cloud water content that has the most
1374 leverage over deglaciation. The particle size primarily
1375 affects cloud albedo, the affect of which is attenuated by
1376 the already bright ice or snow surface. Reduced cloud cover
1377 could make deglaciation even harder, but the existing
1378 parameterization in FOAM already produces near-total
1379 cloud cover in convective regions, so there is little chance
1380 to favor deglaciation by this means. Increase in the cloud
1381 water content, however, could substantially increase the
1382 cloud greenhouse effect, which is by far the dominant cloud
1383 effect in the hard snowball climate.
1384 [59] The version of CCM3 cloud water parameterization
1385 employed in FOAM is empirical rather than microphysical.

1386It assumes that cloud water qclw decays exponentially in
1387height, with the law

qclw ¼ qclw0e
�z=Hclw ð8Þ

1389where z is the altitude abover the ground and the scale
1390height Hclw is given in terms of the total column precipitable
1391water qtot, measured in millimeters, by the formula

Hclw ¼ H0 ln 1:þ qtotð Þ ð9Þ

1393In these formulae qclw0 and H0 are empirical constants.
1394The standard parameter settings are H0 = 700 m and qclw0 =
1395.21 g/m3. This parameterization is based loosely on
1396scattered observations suggesting an exponential decrease
1397of cloud water with height, combined with tuning to fit the
1398observed meridional distribution of cloud radiative forcing
1399by making the scale height dependent on some simple
1400characterization of atmospheric water content. For the hard
1401snowball case, it is important to note that qclw0 is fixed
1402independantly of the temperature or actual water content of
1403the atmosphere, and therefore does not take into account
1404the reduced supply of moisture in the cold climate of the
1405snowball Earth. The reduction of cloud effects in the
1406snowball comes about through the reduction in Hclw,
1407occasioned by the radical drop in total precipitable water
1408in the hard snowball atmosphere. A useful point of
1409reference is that a cloud water concentration of 5 mg/m3

1410spread over a 2 km thick cloud is sufficient to make a cloud
1411with an infrared emissivity of 50% [Mahesh et al., 2001b].
1412For the summer subtropics in the .2 bar case, the
1413concentration falls to this value at an altitude of 1.4 km,
1414and to 1 mg/m3 at 2 km; by 4 km, the cloud water is
1415completely negligible. The parameterization thus predicts
1416low, thin clouds in the snowball summer tropics.
1417[60] We cannot very strongly defend the use of this cloud
1418water parameterizaton for climates very different from the
1419modern one. Some weak confidence may be taken from the
1420fact that the parameterization does not produce radically
1421wrong cloud effects in the cold polar regions of the modern
1422climate, which have temperatures comparable to the snow-
1423ball tropics. Still, the polar regions of the modern climate
1424are not precisely analogous to the snowball tropics, as they
1425lie in a rather different convective regime. Clearly, the
1426whole problem of cloud water content in cold convective
1427systems requires deeper inquiry, which is beyond the scope
1428of the present work. In the meantime, to provide some
1429general idea of the the sensitivity of deglaciation to cloud
1430water content, we have performed an experiment with the
1431base-case surface albedos and .2 bars of CO2, but with the
1432scale height parameter H0 increased to 3500 m. This yields
1433a cloud water scale height similar to that used in the model
1434to reproduce modern tropical cloud forcing; it almost
1435certainly yields an overestimate of the cloud forcing in the
1436snowball atmosphere, especially given that qclw0 is also
1437fixed at its modern value. We shall refer to this case as the
1438‘‘thick cloud’’ experiment.
1439[61] In the thick cloud experiment, the maximum January
1440zonal mean cloud greenhouse effect occurs in the summer
1441subtropics, as for the control case, but reaches 51 W/m2; this
1442value is only slightly less than the tropical zonal mean cloud
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1443 greenhouse effect in the modern climate. There is little
1444 increase in cloud forcing in the winter hemisphere, which is
1445 too cold to permit much cloud formation even with the
1446 increased scale height factor. Because much of the summer
1447 cloud cover occurs over the dark bare continent, the cloud
1448 albedo effect cancels a fair amount of the cloud greenhouse
1449 effect, reducing the maximum zonal mean net cloud forcing
1450 to 31 W/m2. The global mean net cloud forcing is only
1451 10 W/m2. Still, the substantial local subtropical cloud
1452 forcing leads to a substantial increase in subtropical max-
1453 imum temperature, which increases by fully 12 K at the ice
1454 surface, to 259.9 K. However, the warming of the annual
1455 mean maximum ice temperature (which occurs at the
1456 equator) is much weaker. The 5.1 K warming of this
1457 temperature increases the annual mean ice surface temper-
1458 ature only to 249.2 K, which is still far short of what is
1459 required for sustained melting. Thus it appears that extreme
1460 increases in cloud water content can bring the system close
1461 to the formation of transient summertime melt ponds, but do
1462 not bring the system to the threshold of deglaciation.
1463 [62] How reasonable are the low, thin clouds predicted
1464 by the control-case parameterization, as compared to
1465 observations? One indication comes from ERBE satellite
1466 observations. Though it is difficult to discriminate clear
1467 sky from cloudy sky over ice, ERBE estimates over
1468 Antarctica suggest cloud longwave forcing ranging from
1469 under 2 W/m2 in January and February to as much as
1470 20 W/m2 in May, evaluated at 86S latitude. In May the
1471 surface air temperature is only 234 K, so if the ERBE
1472 observations can be trusted, they do indicate that substan-
1473 tial cloud longwave forcing can occur even at low temper-
1474 atures, and that the values can exceed the tropical values
1475 seen in the snowball simulation. On the other hand, the
1476 fact that there is negligible cloud forcing in January, when
1477 the temperature is considerably warmer, underscores the
1478 complexity of the processes determining cloud forcing.
1479 [63] One can also attempt to compare observations of
1480 cloud water content with values predicted by the parame-
1481 terization. Ground-based observations in the Antarctic by
1482 Mahesh et al. [2001a, 2001b] indicate winter and spring
1483 cloud base height of 1–3 km (apart from boundary layer
1484 clouds), and total cloud water content of .5–20 g/m2. The
1485 control case cloud parameterization yields tropical cloud
1486 water path of 1.4 g/m2 based on a cloud base height of
1487 1.5 km: decidedly on the low end of the observed Antarctic
1488 range. On the other hand, the thick cloud case yields a
1489 cloud water path of 591 g/m2, which vastly exceeds the
1490 observed range. Thus Antarctic clouds are thin and low,
1491 perhaps not so thin and low as the tropical clouds in the
1492 control snowball simulation, but certainly not so thick as
1493 those in the thick cloud experiment. We have not located
1494 any in situ aircraft observations of cloud water content over
1495 Antarctica, but some additional insight can nonetheless be
1496 drawn from observations of tropical and midlatitude clouds.
1497 In the present tropics, intense convection can loft a great
1498 deal of condensed water, leading to high cloud water
1499 content in the vicinity of convection. McFarquhar and
1500 Heymsfield [1996] report tropical anvil ice water content
1501 as high as 100 mg/m3 at 10 km, falling to 5 mg/m3 at 13 km.
1502 Midlatitude cirrus typically have lower water content, on
1503 the order of 10 mg/m3 at 7 km [Noone et al., 1991]. The
1504 prime significance of these numbers is in comparison to the

1505thick cloud simulation. The thick cloud simulation has
150620 mg/m3 of cloud water at 10 km, but more importantly
1507still has 8 mg/m3 at 13 km, thus allowing optically thick
1508clouds to penetrate to even greater altitudes than is the case
1509for the modern hot tropics. This supports our contention that
1510the thick cloud simulation greatly overestimates the likely
1511cloud effect in the snowball regime. It is interesting to note
1512that the control case parameterization underestimates the
1513observed cloud water content when applied to the modern
1514tropical climate, even though it has been tuned to yield
1515approximately the correct cloud longwave forcing. For the
1516modern tropics, the control case parameterization has only
15175 mg/m3 of cloud water at 10 km altitude but the under-
1518estimate of cloud optical thickness is made up for by the the
1519fact that the GCM creates clouds that are more spread out in
1520the horizontal and vertical than is the case in reality. This
1521remark points up both the difficulty of comparing parame-
1522terized and observed clouds, and the essential difficulty of
1523representing spatially intermittent clouds at the coarse scale
1524of a GCM. The latter difficulty is common to all GCMs.
1525[64] Based on the above considerations, it seems quite
1526possible that the parameterized cloud water in the control
1527case significantly underestimates the cloud greenhouse
1528effect, but the true value is unlikely to be as large as that
1529in the thick cloud experiment. Since the latter does not
1530achieve deglaciation, one can be moderately confident that
1531more sophisticated cloud parameterizations would not in
1532and of themselves provide a route to deglaciation.

15338. Conclusions

1534[65] The aggregate effect of all the physics represented in
1535the GCM but left out of prior deglaciation studies is to leave
1536the annual mean equatorial ice surface temperature at a
1537frigid 244 K even with .2 bars of CO2 in the atmosphere.
1538This is nearly 30 K short of the temperature where degla-
1539ciation is likely to commence, and the cold temperatures
1540prevail despite a conservative choice of surface albedo
1541parameters which are arguably unrealistically favorable to
1542deglaciation. The principle ingredients maintaining such a
1543cold climate are as follows: (1) The weak lapse rate
1544occasioned by absence of convection in the winter hemi-
1545sphere, (2) the strong seasonal cycle, which permits a
1546considerable heat export from the tropics to the winter
1547hemisphere, (3) extensive snow cover, increasing surface
1548albedo, (4) reduction of ice surface temperature by a strong
1549diurnal cycle rectified by nonlinearities in bulk surface heat
1550fluxes, and (5) weak cloud greenhouse effects. These results
1551are pertinent also to the general problem of recovery of the
1552Early Earth or extrasolar planets from a frozen ‘‘cold start.’’
1553If it is so hard to deglaciate Earth under Neoproterozoic
1554conditions, it will be correspondingly harder at times of a
1555yet fainter Sun; CO2 clouds and buildup of alternate
1556greenhouse gases become even more crucial to the recovery
1557than previously thought.
1558[66] All of the phenomena inhibiting deglaciation are to
1559some extent affected by parameterization, and it should be
1560recognized that our simulation represents only the first step
1561in the long process of coming to an understanding of the
1562collective behavior of the climate system in fully glaciated
1563conditions. Surface albedo and clouds offer many possibil-
1564ities for surprises. The albedo of ice and snow is affected by
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1565 dust, bubble formation, and the complex physical structure
1566 of sea ice; we did not model any of these features, but did
1567 probe some of the sensitivity of the system. We found that
1568 fairly substantial reductions in the assumed ice albedo had
1569 little effect, because most of the ice is shielded by snow
1570 cover. Dark ice in conjunction with reduced snow cover, or
1571 dark, dusty snow, did produce a very substantial warming of
1572 the summertime maximum temperature, but much less
1573 increase in the equatorial annual mean temperature. The
1574 results are summarized in Table 3. Clouds are notoriously
1575 difficult to model, and in light of the primitive empirical
1576 cloud formulation used in our simulations, the predicted
1577 cloud forcing should be regarded as somewhat speculative.
1578 The parameterization yields thin, low clouds. Despite the
1579 cold climate, this result is not inevitable, since the moisture
1580 content of the low level atmosphere in the summer hemi-
1581 sphere would be sufficient to produce an optically thick
1582 cloud, if only it could be lofted and kept in suspension in the
1583 form of ice crystals. Thin clouds are nonetheless plausible,
1584 since making thicker clouds requires that convective
1585 updrafts be able to loft ice crystals faster than they fall,
1586 and this is not easy with the weak convection likely to
1587 prevail in the cold climate. Also, the large scale dynamical
1588 influences restricting cloud cover operate regardless of the
1589 cloud parameterization. Further progress on the problem of
1590 snowball Earth clouds will require cloud-resolving simula-
1591 tions in the cold convective regime, but in the meantime we
1592 probed the limits of cloud warming effects by performing an
1593 extreme experiment in which the cloud water content was
1594 forced to be comparable to that of modern tropical clouds.
1595 As for the experiments with reduced surface albedo, this
1596 produced a substantial increase of the summer maximum
1597 temperature, but much less increase in the maximum
1598 annual-mean ice surface temperature; transient daytime
1599 summer melt pools could occur in this simulation, but the
1600 temperature does not support sustained melting of the ice.
1601 [67] The suppression of winter midlatitude convection,
1602 and the low summer tropopause, are not simple consequen-
1603 ces of local radiative-convective considerations. These
1604 phenomena are affected in subtle ways by large scale
1605 dynamics and by boundary layer physics. The diurnal cycle
1606 is greatly enhanced by strong nocturnal cooling of the
1607 surface layers, which delays the onset of convection after
1608 the Sun rises. The strong nocturnal cooling is in turn caused
1609 by the inhibition of turbulent heat transfer through the stable
1610 boundary layer, but parameterization of turbulence in stable
1611 boundary layers constitutes one of the more challenging
1612 problems in atmospheric modeling.
1613 [68] The strong diurnal cycle has several other important
1614 consequences. Through transient daytime melting, passage
1615 across the eutectic threshold and the diurnal precipitation-
1616 evaporation cycle it can affect the albedo of the surface,
1617 particularly once dust is brought into the picture. It supports
1618 the hypothesis that tropical sand wedges can form without
1619 the need for high obliquity. The nocturnal cooling lowers the
1620 daily average ice temperature, and inhibits deglaciation.
1621 Finally, transient noontime melting at the foot of glaciers
1622 adjacent to bare land could feed tropical ice-covered lakes
1623 and provide freshwater refugia for photosynthetic life.
1624 [69] As on Mars, midlatitude storm tracks are primarily a
1625 winter phenomenon. The transient eddies that develop at the
1626 edge of the winter subtropics draw energy out of the tropics

1627at a rate of about 2 Petawatts. While this is considerably less
1628than the heat export in the modern climate, it is still
1629sufficient to produce substantial tropical cooling because
1630the reflective global ice surface greatly reduces the radiative
1631driving of the climate system. Heat transport is consistently
1632in the direction predicted by diffusion models, but the
1633diagnosed diffusivity is lower than that commonly used in
1634EBMs tuned to modern conditions. This is one of the few
1635aspects of the GCM simulation that is more favorable to
1636deglaciation than the corresponding EBM behavior. Part but
1637not all of the reduced transport is thermodynamic, arising
1638from the paucity of latent heat transport in the cold hard
1639snowball climate. The diagnosed diffusivity is highly var-
1640iable and does not appear to be related to the meridional
1641temperature gradient in any simple way. This underscores
1642the need for more sophisticated representations of midlati-
1643tude heat transport in simplified models.
1644[70] Somewhat surprisingly, there is a vigorous Hadley
1645circulation in the tropics of the hard snowball, which is
1646actually somewhat stronger than that of the much warmer
1647modern climate. This circulation is very important to the
1648deglaciation results, as it permits the cold winter subtropics
1649to drag down the temperature of the entire tropics, and
1650particularly the equatorial regions where the maximum
1651annual average temperatures occur. In contrast with the
1652modern Hadley circulation, the snowball Hadley circulation
1653is unable to equalize free tropospheric temperatures across
1654the tropics, and leaves the subsiding winter subtropical
1655region with considerably higher static stability than that of
1656the summer subtropics, which is nearly zero. The dynamics
1657of this circulation raises many deep questions, which will be
1658treated in a future paper.
1659[71] Could further increases of CO2 lead to deglaciation?
1660With our GCM it is not safe to increase the CO2 much
1661beyond .2 bars, since various neglected physical phenomena
1662(detailed below) become progressively more important.
1663However, an extrapolation from the present results provides
1664some indication of the answer provided no additional
1665physics enters the problem to substantially enhance the
1666climate sensitivity. This is a questionable assumption, and
1667we would not want to put undue emphasis on the results of
1668extrapolation. For what it is worth, assuming each further
1669doubling of CO2 beyond .2 bars increases annual mean
1670surface temperature by 3 K, a sensitivity somewhat greater
1671than than simulated between .1 bars and .2 bars, we would
1672conclude that the maximum temperature rises to only 253 K
1673at 1.6 bars and 256 K at 3.2 bars. The implication is that one
1674requires a very substantial enhancement of sensitivity to
1675deglaciate even at these very elevated values.
1676[72] Assuming present outgassing rates [Zhang and
1677Zindler, 1993] and assuming 2/3 of outgassed CO2 goes
1678into the ocean [Higgins and Schrag, 2003], it would already
1679take 28 million years for .2 bar to accumulate in the
1680atmosphere. There are considerable uncertainties in this
1681estimate, particularly concerning the outgassing rate and
1682the supply of carbonate. The latter is important because it
1683ultimately determines the partitioning of CO2 between the
1684atmosphere and ocean. Reduced carbonate supply, as has
1685been posited by Ridgwell et al. [2003], would allow more of
1686the outgassed CO2 to remain in the atmosphere, and the
1687effect should become more pronounced as atmospheric CO2

1688is increased beyond .2 bars and more of the marine
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1689 carbonate supply is exhausted. While it is clearly wrong to
1690 say that it would be impossible to build up 1 or 2 bars of
1691 CO2 in the time available, it is fair to say that to do so
1692 pushes the limits of what is conceivable. A bigger concern
1693 with the hypothesis of extremely high CO2 as a route to
1694 deglaciation is the effect of such high concentrations on the
1695 postglacial world, and the compatibility of the resulting
1696 extremely hot climate with available geochemical and
1697 physical evidence. This problem remains to be addressed.
1698 [73] The GCM simulations we have discussed accurately
1699 incorporate the radiative effect of high CO2, but there are
1700 certain thermodynamic and dynamic effects that have been
1701 neglected. Incorporating these in a standard terrestrial model
1702 poses formidable challenges requiring rewriting of virtually
1703 every line of the physics package. While the neglected
1704 effects are still quite weak at .2 bars, they become progres-
1705 sively more important with further increases of CO2. One
1706 such effect concerns the lapse rate to which convection
1707 adjusts the temperature profile. At cold temperatures, the
1708 dry and moist adiabats are virtually identical, with the
1709 formula for the former in pressure coordinates being
1710 T(p) = T(po) (p/po)

R/Cp, where R and Cp are the gas constant
1711 and specific heat for the mixture of gases that makes up the
1712 atmosphere. For reasons grounded in statistical thermody-
1713 namics, R/Cp is determined primarily by molecular struc-
1714 ture. Since N2 and O2 are both diatomic, their relative
1715 mixing ratios have little effect on R/Cp. A pure N2 atmo-
1716 sphere would have R/Cp = .2844 while a pure O2 atmo-
1717 sphere would have R/Cp = .2827 and both are close to the
1718 theoretical value of 2

7
for diatomic molecules. CO2 is

1719 triatomic, and has R/Cp in the range .22 to .23 near 1 bar
1720 and 273 K, with weak temperature and pressure depen-
1721 dance. A pure CO2 atmosphere would thus have a weaker
1722 lapse rate (and weaker greenhouse effect) than an N2/O2

1723 atmosphere with trace amounts of CO2. The effect is
1724 not pronounced,however. For a pure CO2 atmosphere, the
1725 600 mb temperature is only 6 K warmer than it would be for
1726 a pure N2 atmosphere, based on a surface temperature of
1727 250 K. For a 50-50 mixture of CO2 and air, the effect
1728 would be even weaker.
1729 [74] If the composition of the rest of the atmosphere
1730 were held fixed, addition of massive amounts of CO2

1731 would increase the atmospheric pressure and therefore
1732 increase the infrared opacity of all atmospheric green-
1733 house gases through collisional line broadening. This
1734 effect is neglected in the simulations reported above; at
1735 .2 bars the neglected effect would reduce OLR by only
1736 about 2 W/m2 if oxygen partial pressure were set at its
1737 present value (less if the oxygen content of the atmo-
1738 sphere were lower in the Neoproterozoic). As the CO2

1739 concentration is made higher, the warming due to pressure
1740 broadening becomes progressively more important. How-
1741 ever, the cooling due to Rayleigh scattering from CO2

1742 also becomes more important, offsetting some of the
1743 effect. The increase of surface pressure would have
1744 dynamical as well as radiative effects. All other things
1745 being equal, synoptic eddies would be able to transfer
1746 heat more rapidly, owing to the greater atmospheric heat
1747 capacity. The change in atmospheric mass could also have
1748 effects on the eddies and the Hadley circulation them-
1749 selves, though the nature of the effect is hard to anticipate
1750 without dynamic simulations.

1751[75] Perhaps the most important effect of highly elevated
1752CO2 would be through the onset of CO2 condensation and
1753consequent formation of dry-ice clouds. If CO2 frost accu-
1754mulates on the ground, it can limit the amount of CO2 the
1755atmosphere can hold. CO2 clouds, however, can potentially
1756exert a powerful warming effect on the atmosphere, depend-
1757ing on how certain unresolved microphysical issues play out
1758[Forget and Pierrehumbert, 1997; Pierrehumbert and
1759Erlick, 1997; Colaprete and Toon, 2003]. Even at .2 bars,
1760it becomes cold enough near the winter pole for some
1761limited CO2 condensation to occur near the ground. Such
1762condensation becomes widespread at 1 or 2 bars.
1763[76] Apart from further elevation of CO2, there may be
1764other routes to deglaciation. Cloud microphysics in a cold
1765climate may permit thicker clouds than present parameter-
1766izations predict, and unanticipated modes of convection
1767could change the lapse rate or tropopause height. Other
1768greenhouse gases, notably methane and N2O may enter the
1769picture. Little is known about the sea ice dynamical regime
1770associated with sea glacier flow, and there may be possi-
1771bilities for forming thin ice regions and leads associated
1772with fracture zones, or in association with hydrothermal
1773plumes. It would be the height of hubris to speak, based on
1774GCM simulations, of ‘‘impossibility’’ in connection with
1775the problem of exiting a Neoproterozoic hard snowball.
1776Nature has surprised us with many ‘‘impossible’’ things,
1777notably the Antarctic Ozone Hole, and given the many
1778interacting pieces of the climate system, there are ample
1779possibilities for further surprises. The most that can be said
1780is that one must look beyond the standard scenario to
1781provide an answer to the deglaciation problem. Unquestion-
1782ably, the Neoproterozoic presents us with a remarkable
1783confluence of bizarre behavior of climate indicators which
1784are sensitive to global conditions: large 13C excursions,
1785tropical glacial deposits, cap carbonates, and banded iron
1786formations. The unusual behavior seems to call for a truly
1787unusual global climate, and the hard snowball seems to fit
1788the bill, whereas proposed cold climates with open tropical
1789water [Hyde et al., 2000] are only an exaggerated form of
1790the conventional Pleistocene glacial-interglacial cycles.
1791‘‘Soft snowball’’ states require only a modest buildup of
1792carbon dioxide to deglaciate, owing to the continuous
1793operation of ice-albedo feedback.
1794[77] A more obvious, though not necessarily more cor-
1795rect, view of our results would be to say that they point
1796toward the necessity of explaining Neoproterozoic climate
1797without invoking a hard snowball. Modeling results on the
1798difficulty of initiating a hard snowball have been interpreted
1799in this way, but are inconclusive, perhaps more so than our
1800identification of the deglaciation difficulty. Studies with a
1801fully coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM [Poulsen et al.,
18022001] do indeed show that dynamic ocean heat transports
1803present a powerful impediment to initiation; given the
1804important role of a dynamic ocean, earlier simulations on
1805the difficulty of initiation [Chandler and Sohl, 2000; Hyde
1806et al., 2000] are hard to interpret, owing to their use of
1807parameterized or specified ocean heat transports. Recently,
1808it has been suggested that more accurate sea-ice physics
1809could allow easier initiation despite ocean dynamic effects
1810[Donnadieu et al., 2004; Lewis et al., 2003, 2004], though it
1811should be noted that these ideas have not yet been tested in a
1812model with both a fully dynamic atmosphere and ocean.
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1813 [78] A more pressing challenge to the hard snowball
1814 idea comes from the geological record. Evidence for
1815 active glaciers has sometimes been taken as incompatible
1816 with the sluggish hydrological cycle of a hard snowball
1817 [Leather et al., 2002; Kellerhals and Matter, 2003], but it
1818 has been shown that even the feeble snowfall in a globally
1819 glaciated climate, accumulating over tens of thousands of
1820 years, can drive ice streams yielding active glacial features
1821 [Donnadieu et al., 2003]. Evidence for open water in
1822 coastal regions [Arnaud, 2004] can perhaps be countered
1823 by the Snowball Oasis concept [Halverson et al., 2004],
1824 which suggests that in late stages of a hard snowball open
1825 water in coastal regions can coexist with widespread
1826 tropical ice cover, owing to flow of sea glaciers. The
1827 interpretation of cap carbonates as being deposited in the
1828 aftermath of a hard snowball has also been questioned, on
1829 the grounds that they are not always associated with
1830 glacial deposits [Lorentz et al., 2004], or that they show
1831 the wrong chemical weathering signature [Kennedy et al.,
1832 2001b; Young, 2002; James et al., 2001]. However, cap
1833 carbonates can form for a long time after deglaciation, and
1834 in places which are not propitious for accumulating glacial
1835 deposits. Moreover, the dissolution of carbonate can elim-
1836 inate much of the expected imprint of weathering [Higgins
1837 and Schrag, 2003]. On the other hand, paleomagnetic data
1838 appearing to indicate that certain cap carbonates were laid
1839 down over a time spanning many geomagnetic reversals
1840 [Trinidade et al., 2003] are highly problematic for the hard
1841 snowball hypothesis, and it remains to be seen whether an
1842 alternate interpretation of these results emerges. It has also
1843 been suggested that Neoproterozoic Banded Iron Forma-
1844 tions (a general signature of oxygen-starved conditions)
1845 are more compatible with hydrothermal activity in rift
1846 basins than with a hard snowball [Young, 2002]. However,
1847 evidence of volcanic or hydrothermal activity is absent in
1848 many of the formations, and the hard snowball provides an
1849 explanation for the required low oceanic sulfate, whereas
1850 the rift mechanism does not. Global glaciation should
1851 leave some imprint on biology, and the lack of such
1852 evidence has sometimes been used to argue against a hard
1853 snowball. In particular, Corsetti et al. [2003] show conti-
1854 nuity of biota across a putative snowball boundary. It is
1855 possible that this puzzling result is an artifact due to wind-
1856 borne redistribution of microfossils stranded on land
1857 (P. Hoffman, personal communication). Sulfur isotope
1858 perturbations do give an indication of massive reorganiza-
1859 tion of marine biochemistry [Hurtgen et al., 2002]; this
1860 finding has been questioned by Shields et al. [2004], but
1861 the deposits discussed there are all in fact postsnowball
1862 age, and moreover the earlier glacial-era results have now
1863 been replicated in other Neoproterozoic deposits [Hurtgen
1864 et al., 2005]. The support for the hard snowball found in
1865 the geological record may be equivocal, but there is
1866 nothing in the record which clearly knocks the hard
1867 snowball out of the running.
1868 [79] Among alternate attempts to explain the mysterious
1869 features of Neoproterozoic climate, the proposal of a
1870 wholly stagnant, stratified open ocean is highly implau-
1871 sible (as per arguments summarized in Hoffman and
1872 Schrag [2002]), and the proposal of high obliquity
1873 [Williams et al., 1998] has been almost definitively
1874 discarded [Donnadieu et al., 2002; Ramstein et al.,

18752004; Levrard and Laskar, 2003]. Additional theories
1876may ultimately emerge but for now the one alternate
1877theory remaining in play invokes a severe ice age leaving
1878open tropical oceans, followed by massive releases of
1879methane from destabilized marine clathrates [Kennedy et
1880al., 2001a, 2001b]. Some objections to this theory are
1881given in Hoffman and Schrag [2002]. Some of these
1882objections are addressed in Jiang et al. [2003], which
1883presents geochemical evidence for the existence of Neo-
1884proterozoic methane seeps. The idea of a clathrate-based
1885explanation for Neoproterozoic climate is undoubtedly a
1886very interesting one, but its consequences need to be
1887elaborated theoretically before it can be given a fair test.
1888Can the required amount of methane be released, and on
1889a suitable timescale? What kind of ocean circulation
1890would provoke the release? Does the methane reach the
1891atmosphere already oxidized in the ocean, or as methane
1892gas, and if the latter, what is its lifetime in the atmo-
1893sphere (a question requiring modeling of atmospheric
1894chemistry)? Is there enough sulfate in the Neoproterozoic
1895ocean to allow the needed anaerobic oxidation of
1896the methane [see Kah et al., 2005; Hurtgen et al.,
18972002]? What are the climate impacts of the methane
1898release, and what are the consequences of the attendant
1899precipitation changes for weathering and the time-course
1900of atmospheric CO2? The question of whether the
1901clathrate hypothesis is supported by the geological record
1902cannot be adequately addressed without more climate and
1903geochemical modeling of this sort. It is an interesting
1904endeavor, which has been rather neglected in comparison
1905with the hard snowball hypothesis.
1906[80] While the hard snowball hypothesis cannot by any
1907stretch of the imagination be said to find the same degree of
1908support in theory and the geological record as plate tecton-
1909ics, neither can it be said to have been clearly displaced by
1910any competing explanation of Neoproterozoic climate. The
1911passage through a Neoproterozoic hard snowball state
1912would be so remarkably interesting, if true, that it repays
1913further study even though some might assign a low prob-
1914ability to such an event having actually happened. The
1915continued quest for a viable route to deglaciation will no
1916doubt lead to many new insights about the operation of the
1917climate system.
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